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Note by the Secretary-General 

1. In a letter addressed to the Secretary-General on 25 October 1984 (S/16799), 
the Government of the Republic of Iraq alleged that, in an incident on 
10 October 1984 at a prisoner-of-war camp in Gorgan , the Islamic Republic of Iran, 
in the presence of representatives of the International Committee of the Red Cross 
(ICRC), Iranian military authorities had indiscriminately opened fire on the 
prisoners, killing or injuring a considerable number of them, and requested the 
Secretary-General to send a mission to Iran to investigate the incident. 

2. In accordance with established practice, the Secretary-General consulted the 
Islamic Republic of Iran on Iraq's request. Iran indicated that it would agree to 
receive the mission, provided that the mission also investigated Iran's concerns 
regarding Iranian prisoners of war in Iraq. It also informed the Secretary-General 
that Iran was preparing a report on the incident of 10 October, which would be made 
available to him. Iraq agreed that the proposed mission should visit both 
countries. 

3. In the light of its role vested under the Third Geneva Convention relative to 
the Treatment of Prisoners of War and of its presence at the time of the incident 
in question, ICRC was informed of the Iraqi request and the Iranian response. 

4. The Secretary-General decided, as an extraordinary measure and in the light of 
his humanitarian responsibility under the Charter of the United Nations, to 
dispatch a mission to Iran and Iraq. The mission was to inquire into the incident 
of 10 October 1984 in the Gorgan Camp for prisoners of war and also would report to 
him on other concerns that the Government of Iran and the Government of Iraq had 
expressed regarding the situation of prisoners of war and civilian detainees. 

5. On 7 November 1984, at the request of Iran, the ICRC report on the Gorgan Camp 
incident of 10 October 1984 was circulated as a document of the General Assembly 
and of the Security Council (A/39/639-5/16820). 

6. Preparations were made and itineraries were being finalized with a view to 
dispatching the mission to Iran and Iraq during the second half of the month of 
November 1984 when, on 12 November 1984, the Government of Iran requested a change 
in the itinerary of the proposed mission whereby it would first visit Iraq before 
proceeding to Iran. That change was not acceptable to the Government of Iraq. 
Under the circumstances.. the Secretary-General, on 19 November 1984, concluded that 
in the light of the differences that had arisen in connection with its itinerary 
and modalities, the mission would not take place, and so informed the two 
Governments. Meanwhile, both Iran and Iraq had submitted to the Secretary-General 
lists of special concerns which they wished the proposed mission to consider in the 
course of its inquiry. 

7. On 4 December 1984, the Government of Iraq informed the Secretary-General that 
it would have no objection to having the proposed mission visit Iraq first, 
provided that, when it visited Iran, it would begin its work there with an inquiry 
into the incident of 10 October 1984 at Gorgan Camp. Upon being informed, the 
Government of Iran, on 12 December 1984, assured the Secretary-General of its full 
co-operation with the mission. 
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8. In the light of that development clnd the continued concern expressed by the 
Governments of Iran and of Iraq, and mindful of the moral and humanitarian 
respon8ibilitieS veeted in hi8 office, the Secretary-General felt duty-bound to 
eeek to determine, a8 far a8 feasible, the factual basis for the concerns expressed 
by both Governments regarding the situation of prisoners of war, including the 
Circum8tancee of the incident of 10 October 1984. To that end, he requeeted three 
qualified epecialiets in their respective field8 to undertake a fact-finding 
mission to Iraq and to Iran. The mission was constituted as an independent body 
which would determine the scope of its inquiries, its procedure8 and method of 
work. The members of the mission are Professor Wolfram Karl, Professor of 
International Law, University of Salzburg, Salzburg, Austria) 
PrOfe88Or Torkel OpfJahl, Professor of Constitutional and International Law, 
Univereity of Oslo, Oslo, Norway1 Major-General Rafael Anqel Vale Huerta, Military 
Adviser, Permanent Miseion of Venezuela to the United Nations. The mission wa8 
aSSi8ted by Mr. Bcnon Sevan, Director in the United Nations Secretariat# and 
Mr. Francesc Vendrell, Senior Political Affairs Officer. The two Secretariat 
officials were temporarily assigned to the Office of the Under -Secretaries-General 
for Special Political Affair8 for the duration of the mission. 

9. The mission aseembled in Geneva on 8 January 1985, where it met 
representatives dispatched by the Government of Iraq and the Government of Iran, 
who elaborated on the concern8 of their respective Government8. It also met 

representative8 of IcRc. The mission visited Iraq from 11 to 17 January, and 
proceeded to Iran, where it remained from 18 to 25 January. It then proceeded to 
Vienna, where it prepared a joint report, which it submitted to the 
Secretary-General on 9 February 1985. 

10. The Secretark-General Wi8he8 to place on record his deep appreciation to the 
member8 of the miesion for the efficient, dedicated and tireless manner in which 
they diecharged their aesignment despite constraints of time and resources, and 
often under difficult conditions. 

t I l 

11, In transmitting the annexed report of the mission to the Security Council, the 
Secretary-General :annot but express his deep dismay and concern that the UnanhOU8 
findings of the miaeion indicate tha, the fundamental purposes that the 
international community Bet itself in adopting in 1949 the Third Geneva Convention 
relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War are not being fulfilled. 

12. A8 he ha8 streesed in connection with earlier initiatives and inquiries which 
he had undertaken, and which were equally motivated by a sense of humanitarian 
concern, the Secretary-General attacher. paramount importance to the strict 
obeervance of all the principle8 and rules of international conduct. The 
Secretary-General ie convinced that any breach of such principle8 and norms, 
particularly if it continues to occur, would have a corrosive effect that could 
undermine the entire fabric of accepted internat ional standard8 of conduct. 

/ . . . 
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11. For this reason the Secretary-General 18 convrnced, in this situation and In 
the llyht of the present report, that respect for the Third Geneva Convention must 
be restored. This can beat ba achieved if ICRC, which since the start of the 
hostilities has carried out the functions envisaqed for humanitarian orqanizationr 
in that Convention, is enabled to continue theee function8 on the basis of mutually 
agreed arranqements which would prevent future misunderstanding8 and permit it t0 
discharqe its humanitarian duties for the protection of and relief to priaonere of 
war. Further, it is important that the Government of Iran and the Government Of 
Iraq, one having requested and the other having accepted the mission, pay close 
heed to the observations and recommendation8 made in the mission’s report. 

14. In this context the Secretary-General feels it ia incumbent upon him to recall 
his note verbale of 26 June 1984 (S/16648) addreaaed to all Member and Obeerver 
States parties to the Geneva Conventions. In it, he underscored the vital 
importance of ensuring the observance of the principles embodied in those 
Conventions. It is especially relevant that the Conventions envisage that they 
shall be applied with the co-operation and u,lder the scrutiny of Protecting PCWar5 
whose duty lt is to aafeguard the itdtereata of the parties to the conflict. For 
this reason, the Secretary-General urged those States to give serious consideration 
to servinq as Protecting Power8 who are veated with a crucial role in the mechanirm 
for ensurinq the observance of the term8 of the Conventions. ICRC would continue 
to discharqe rte humanitarian mandate under the Geneva Conventions in close 
co-operation with such Protecting -were. The Secretary-General remains convinced 
that, in the light of the obaervationa and conclusion8 of the member8 of the 
mission in their report, it ia vital that Protecting Powers assume the 
responsibilities prescribed for them in the Geneva Conventions of 1949 in the 
context of the conflict between Iran and Iraq. 

15. This beinq Bald, it ia self-evident that no effort should be spared to 
amellorate or end the continuing euffaring of about 60,000 prisoners of war, many 
incarcerated for years, which LB of immediate concern to the international 
c0nunun 1ty. The Secretary-General ia of the view that, in addition to complianC0 
with the term6 of the Third Geneva Convention , an effective approach would be to 
aeek an exchange ot at least certain detined categories of prisoners of war on the 
basis ot understandings t.o be promoted with the two Governments concerned. The 
Secretary-General is fully prepared to actively investigate the feasibility of this 
proposal, if both Governments indicate their receptivity to it. 

16. Such an attempt becomes vital , since it i8 evident. that the report, deapite 
the restraint of its terms, compellingly convey8 the tragedy of ten8 of thousands 
of men, rmoet of them youthful, losing ao(oe of the fineat years of their livee in 
suffering and captivity, a tragic situation magnified by the anguiah of their 
families. These unfortunate men, isolated and uncertain of their fate, who appeal 
for treedom and return to their homes, underscore the human dimension of the tort 
of war. The Secretary-General ia convinced more atrongly than ever that their 
plwht, and other auffering affectinq both combatant8 and civilians, can be ended 
effectively only by the termination of the ruinous conflict that continuer t0 
inElict a heavy toll on the human aaaeta, and alao the material reeourcee, of thew 
two countries. He reiterates, once again, his readiness to help in any endeavour 
that will bcinq peace to the people of Iran and Iraq. 

/ . . . 
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

9 February 1985 

Sir, 

. 

. 

We have the honour to submit herewith our repcxt on the enquiry which you 
requested us to undertake concerning certain aspects of the situation of 
Prisoners-of-war and civilian detainees in the conflict bet reen Iran and Iraq. 

We visited Iraq frae 11 to 17 January 1985 and Iran from 18 to 25 January 1985 
for the purpose of exchanging views with the respective Governments and carrying 
out on-site observation and interviews, particularly in prisoner-of-war camps, in 
the respective countries. The report was prepared following our return to Vienna. 
Although we were appointed in our individual capacities, we agreed to work together 
as a team and our conclusions were reached unanimously. 

we would like to record our sincere thanks to the Government of the Republic 
Of Iraq and the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran for the co-operation and 
assistance they provided to the mission during its stay in each country. 

Our thanks are due also to the International Committee of the Red Cross for 
the relevant information which it made available to the mission. 

We also wish to express our deep appreciation for the assistance we received 
fran members of the Secretariat of the United Nations, particularly 
Mt. Benon SeVan, Director, and Hr. hancesc Vendrell, Senior Political Affairs 
Officer, who accompanied the mission and provided it necessary support throughout 
its work. 

Lastly, we wish, Mr. Secretary-General, to express our gratitude to you for 
the confidence you have reposed in us. 

Yours sincerely, 

(Signal Dr. Wolfram Karl 

Dr. Torkel Opsahl 

Major-General Rafael Angel Vale Huerta 

/ . . . 
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INTRODUCTION 

A. Wandate 

1. The Secretary-General requested us to inquire into the incident which occurred 
on 10 October 1984 in the camp for Iraqi prisoners of war, located at Gorgan, Iran, 
and also to report to him on other concerns that the Government of the Islamic 
Republic of Iran and the Government of the Republic of Iraq had expressed regarding 

the situation of prisoners of war (POWs) and civilian detainees. In carrying out 
this task we were requested to ascertain , as far as feasible, the facts and 
circumstances of the incident at Gorgan and seek to determine the factual basis for 
the other concerns expressed by the two Governments. 

B. Scope and methods of work 

2. We assembled in Geneva on 8 January 1985 to discuss the scope of our 
activities and the methods of work. Although we were appointed by the 
S6%2retary-General in our individual capacities , we agreed to work as a team and to 
submit, on the basis of our independent inquiry, a joint report to the 
Secretary-General which would be factual, objective and as comprehensive as time 
and resources permitted. 

3, It was further agreed that, in carrying out the tasks entrusted to us, we 
would bear in mind the exceptional circumstances under which the mission had been 
decided upon and the necessity to observe strictly the parameters set out in its 
mandate. In particular, we agreed to bear in mind the role of the International 
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), on which the United Nations has consistently 
relied to undertake responsibilities relating to POWs, in accordance with the Third 
Geneva Convention relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War. However, we felt 
that the mandate that we received from the Secretary-General required us to listen 
fully to the concerns expressed and the representations made by both Governments 
regarding the treatment of POWs. We decided further that the Geneva Conventions 
would not, as such, be used as a framework for the conduct of our inquiries, except 
as standard reference material. 

4. In order to carry out our inquiries, we adopted, as required, the following 
approaches% 

(a) Interviews would be held with officials of the two Governments concerned, 
with a view to obtaining information regarding the policy of each Government 
towards the POWs under its jurisdiction as well as its responses and comments to 
each of the concerns expressed by the other Government1 

(b) Visits would be paid to PGW camps, in order to conduct on-site inquiries, 
including interviews with Government and military officials as well as officials in 
charge of the camps visited , tours of the camps and observation of conditions, and 
interviews with prisoners of war , with a view to obtaining information regarding 

specific conditions in the camps1 

(cl Oocuments and reports made available to the mission by the two 
Governments would be carefully studied and taken into account. 

/ . . . 
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C. Itinerary 

5. While in Geneva before proceeding to Iraq and Iran, by prior arrangement with 
the two Governments, we met at the Palais des Nations with the representatives sent 
by the Governments of Iran and Iraq, who provided us with additional information as 
well as supplementary documentation regarding the special concerns that had been 
expressed by their respective Governments. We also met with the representative of 
ICRC, who provided us with information that was relevant to our inquiries. 

6. Immediately after our meetings in Geneva , and in accordance with the 
agreements with the two Governments , we visited Iraq for six days from 11 to 
17 January and then Iran for seven days from 18 to 25 January 1985, commencing our 
work in Iran by inquiring into the incident at Gorgan. 

I. We then proceeded to Vienna to prepare our report. While in Vienna, we held a 
further mee’Ling with a representative of ICRC, in order to seek clarification on 
certain points arising from our inquiries in the countries concerned. 

8. The chronology of the mission’s activities is reproduced in appendix VII to 
the present report. 

D. Technical aspects of the inquiry 

9. We wish to note that, in the course of our visits to both Iraq and Iran, we 
received full co-operation and assistance in carrying out our inquiries from both 
Governments concerned3 a full programme of interviews with competent authorities 
and visits to prisoner-of-war camps were arranged within the context of the time 
available, and all necessary facilities were placed at our disposal. We wish to 
stress that we were enabled to conduct interviews with prisoners of war in private 
without the presence of government witnesses. 

10. We feel bound, none the less, to indicate that there were some inherent 
limitations and constraints to which our inquiries had to be subject. Those 
limitations kept us from reaching conclusions concerning some matters and led us, 
in respect of others, to be less categorical in our findings than we might have 
been otherwise, although, for reasons which also are indicated below, they were not 
such as to prevent our reaching conclusions on most of the issues raised. 

11. It should be noted that the limited time at our disposal evidently did not 
permit a fuller and more detailed inquiry. Visits to camps had to be brief, and 
interviews with the prisoners of war, both individually and in groups, were not 
always conducted under optimum circumstances. Nevertheless, it is our considered 
judgement that, based on conditions that were repeatedly observed and statements 
repeatedly heard, we were able to obtain what we believe to be a representative and 
reliable picture. A more detailed account, in our view, would not be essential to 
the fulfilment of the mission’s mandate. Woreover, a full and detailed disclosure 
of the material that we obtained and its sources might endanger a number of 
unprotected persons. Many POWs conveyed to us their fear of reprisal in that 
regard, and evidence concerning past incidents clearly justified that fear. 

/ .*. 
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12. Perhaps the one major shortcoming arising from the time limitation, whxh we 
considered inadvisable to extend once the mission had commenced, was the absence of 
opportunity to confront the Government of each country concerned, with the 
explanat ion6, comments and materials collected in the other country. 

13. We formed the impression that mOst of ehe camps had been prepared, by the 
authorities in advance of our visit. They generally gave the appearance of havinq 

recently been put in meticulous order, and apparently freshly brought-in provisions 

and equipment were in evidence. That impression was ccnfirmed by the testimony of 

the POWs, who also told us at some camps that certai;i of their number hati been 
transferred immediately before our visit, a practize which they said was frequent. 

In sane Camps, security measures taken by the authorities , while understandable as 
a necessity, affected the spontaneity of our contact with POWs. 

14. The POWs whom we interviewed often were understandably in a highly emotional 
etate, which did not allow us much opportunity for cross-examination about 
essential details, and occasionally what they seid was clearly exagqerated or 
represented stereotypes rather than their own perceptions or experiences - a common 
reaction in conflict areas. Some of the information that they conveyed was hearsay 

rather than a first-hand account. A further difficulty in communication, which 
also affected our interviews with the authorities , was the lack of precise dates, 
owing to the time ehat had elapsed since certain events and the use of different 

calendars. 

15. In interviewing the POWs , we constantly bore in mind that they were men who 
falt under the total control of the adversary Rower under whose authority they were 
being detained and whose conduct was being examined. Tbs POWs who recounted their 
axperiences often appeared fearful. yet, repeatedly, they gave us in private, 
wmetimes in great detail , accounts contradicting the description of the standards 
of treatment given by the detaining authorities and their denial of the existence 
of serious problems. They also told us about serious incidents that were said to 

have taken place in the camps in the past. For obvious reasons, such information 
could not, in the circumstances, always be confronted with the official 

information. Critical comments by the POWs, however, were given credibility by 
their repetition and similarity , and to sane extent were corroborated by our own 

observations of the conditions in the camps. 

E. Organisation of the report 

16. In the present report, our findings and observations concerning the incident 
that took place at Gorgan Camp on PO October 1984 are dealt with separately in 
chapter I below. The accounts of our visits to Iraq and to Iran, exclusive of 
Gorqan Camp, are contained in chapters II and III. Also addressed in each of these 
two chapters are the special concerns of the other Government that we conveyed to 
the host Government, together with the responses and comments of the host 
Government and our own findinqs and observations. 

17. In order to facilitate their examination, a number of related concerns 
expressed by each Government have been grouped together for treatment. The lists 
of specific concerns transmitted by the Governments of the Islamic Republic of Iran 
and of Iraq are reproduced in appendices I and II, respectively. 

16. The fir.al chapter of the present report contains our general observations, 
conclusions and recommendations regarding the situation of prisoners of war in both 
countries. 

/ . . . 
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I. THE INCIDENT AT GGRGAN CAMP 

A. Background 

19. Gorgan Camp is part of a miliary garrison situated within the city of Gorgan, 
381 km north-east of Teheran, close to the Caspian Sea. At the time of the 
incident, the number of POWS interned there was 3,413. The Camp consists of 
22 dormitories, each accommodating between 160 and 260 POWs, divided into four 
sections. Of these, sections 1, 2 and 3, which housed approximately 
3,000 prisoners, were intercommunicable and had access to the central yard of the 
Camp. The rest of the prisoners were housed in section 4 and did not enjoy free 
access to the yard or to the other sections of the Camp. 

20. The Minister of Foreign Affairs of Iraq, in a letter dated 25 October 1984 
addressed to the Secretary-General (S/16799, annex), charged that on 
10 October 1984: 

“the Iranian authorities were guilty of a fresh crime against Iraqi prisoners 
held by them, when their military indiscriminately opened fire on the 
prisoners in Korkan [sic] camp, killing or injuring a considerable number of 
them. The crime tookplace notwithstanding the presence of a mission of the 
International Committee of the Red Cross at the camp”. 

The Foreign Minister requested the Secretary-General to appoint a mission to 
invest igate the incident. 

21. In reply to the Iraqi charge, the Permanent Representative of the Islamic 
Republic of Iran to the United Nations in a letter dated 7 November 1984 addressed 
to the Secretary-General (A/39/639-S/16820), requested that the ICRC report on the 
incident be circulated as a document of the General Assembly and the Security 
Council and stated: 

“Though too succinct to accommodate some important facts of the incident, the 
report does clearly show the baselessness of the allegation made by the Iraqi 
Foreign Minister”. 

B. Sources of information 

22. Cur findings on the Gorgan incident are based primarily on the following 
sources: 

(a) The official ICRC report annexed to the letter of 7 November 1984 from 
the Permanent Representative of the Islamic Republic of Iran to the united Nations 
referred to in paragraph 21 above (see 5lSO appendix III). The internal ICRC 
report was not made available to us under long-standing policies of that 
organizationt 

(b) The official Iranian report on the incident (see appendix IV)t 

/ . . . 
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(cl Other written reports and submissions by the Governments of Iran and 
Iraq, including a video tape of an Iranian TV film concerning the death of three 
Iraqi POWs and consisting largely of the confessions of the seven fellow prisoners 
accused of killing them, with an English summary of the transcript) 

(d) Briefings by ICRC in Geneva prior to our departure. In response to our 
reClUeSt to interview some of the ICRC delegates present at Gorgan on the day of the 
incident, the ICRC replied that it was not ahle to comply, explaining that “when 
there is a controversy, the delegate is not responsible in front of courts QC 
commissionst the institution takes full responsibility”t 

(e) Oral presentations by the representatives of Iran and Iraq, both in 
preliminary meetings with us in Geneva and in the course of our visits to the two 
countries) 

(f) Statements and answers by Colonel Samani, Commander of the Gorqan 
Garrison, and First Captain Hosseini, Commander of the Gorgan POW Camp, in meetings 
With us on 20 January 1985; 

(9) Hearings that we held in private on the evening of 20 January 1985 with 
the seven POWs accused of killing three fellow prisoners on the day of the incident 
and with two other POWS who, according to the Iranian Government, had given notes 
to an ICRC deleqate; 

(h) Our on-site inspection of the Camp and private interviews wth PCWs 
interned there. 

23. We also took note of certain published material on the incident from Iranian 
and other sources. 

C. Undisputed facts concerning the incident 

24. Some time between 1115 and 1130 hours, local time, on 10 October 1984, two 
prisoners started a quarrel, which was quickly joined in by others in the main yard 
of the Camp, between the mosque and section 1. violence followed and soon spread 
to other parts of the Camp, with the exception of section 4, which, as already 
indicated, was separated from the other three sections. The event happened in the 
presence of several ICRC delegates who were working in section 1 at the time. The 
ICRC delegation had arrived in Gorgan on the previous day for its first visit and 
had conducted its activities in the camp on 9 October without incident. The Camp 
Conrmander was in section 4 in the company of an ICRC delegate and thus not present 
when the fighting broke out. 

25. Attempts to restore order between the two groups of prisoners - who will 
henceforward be referred to as “loyalists” and “believers” lJ - went unheeded. 
Prisoners fought each other with stones, iron bars apparently taken from bedsteads, 
sticks, boards, bottles and other objects. 

Y The terms “loyalists” and ‘believers” will be used in the present report 
for the sake of brevity and convenience, those being two of the various labels used 
in Iran to refer to those factions suppo-tinq end those opposing the Iraqi 
Government respectively. I . . * 
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26. Unable to stL)p the fighiing , the Camp Commander and the guards withdrew from 
the Camp, taking with them the ICRC delegates , somt of whom had to be rescued by 
means of a ladder, since they were too far from the Camp gate. The ICRC medical 
doctor stayed behind in the infirmary throughout the incident. vp to the time that 
they withdrew, neither the Camp authorities nor the guards h,ad been attacked. The 
XCRC delegates were not attacked at any time. 

27. Some time later, reinforcements arrived. The Camp Commander, who by then was 
accompanied by the Garrison Commander, spoke to the POWs through the loudspeaker. 
but apparently to no avail, and the riot continued unabated. In the meantime, a 
large number of POWs rushed towards the Camp gate with the apparent aim of storming 
it. Some of the guards threw tear-gas canisters at the prisoners, but the latter 
counter-attacked en masse, -- preventing the further use of tear gas or the truncheons 
with which the guards were equipped. Warning shots were then fired into the air. 

When those failed to calm the situation, the Garrison Commander gave orders CO 
shoot at the crowd. The Camp Commander stated that the orders were to shoot “below 
the waj St”, but he also admitted that be soldiers from the garrison “were not 
sharpshooters” and that "some might have hit higher”. Some of the shots were fired 
from beyond the gate and the fence by soldiers positioned on a level with the 
pi isoners inside, 

28. Precisely how long the shooting lasted was difficult to determine, but there 
was no firm indication that the shooting went on for longer than necessary to 
restore calm. The situation was brought under control by about 1230 hours. 

29. Nine POWS died as a result of the incident. Of ,zhese, three were killed by 
other POWs, three died immediately from gunshot wounds and three others died 
subsequently in hospital from the same causes. The number of wounded was 47, 
according to the official report, though we found some disagreement concerning both 
the number and causes of injuries. 

II. Controversial aspects of the incident 

30. Whereas there is substantial agreement as to the basic facts of the incident, 
disagreement arises concerning its immediate and underlying causes as well as the 
interpretation of those causes, -%rticularly in respect of the role of ICRC, 
against which the Iranian authorities have levelled several charges. 

31. are of those charges is that ICRC was acting , wilfully or unwilfully, as an 
agent of the Iraqi Government. That accusation was not made in either the official 
Iranian report on the incident or in the conversations that we held with Iranian 
authorities ti.>-oughout our stay in Iran. However, public statements by some 
Iranian leaderr as well as cormnents in the Iranian media have mentioned it- 
Similar allegations were made by some “believers” with whom we spoke, and we also 
noticed them in some of the slogans displayed in several other Pow camps. The ICRC 
delegates themselves said that while they were visiting Gorgan on 9 October, they 
had heard from the camp authorities that a rumour was going the rounds to the 
effect that ICRC intended to make up a list of names of the members of the two 
opposing factions in the camps. We were not given, nor did we come across, any 
document or other information which could lend any support to such an allegation. 
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32. It has also been alleged that the ICRC visits on occasion cause disruption in 
the camps. In that connection, we observed that an i lident could easily be 
sparked as a result of the deep antagonism and tensj hetween the two Pow 
factions, combined with the privileged treatment en3oyed by the “bel!evers” and the 
suspicion with which the latter view the private conversations between their rival9 
and outsiders. An outbreak, in our view, is all the more apt to happen when one 
Side attempts to prevent the other from talking privately to ICRC delegates and 
suspects the latter of collecting the names of POWS opposed to the Iraqi Government. 

33. The official Iranian report on (Iorgan as welL as several Iranian officials 
have suggested that in his opening speech, delivered on 9 October to the assembled 
PCUS, the IcRC represerrtative had blamed past difficulties between ICRC and the 
Iranian Government for their delay in visiting the Camp. 

34. ICRC told us that the speech was of standard content, explaining the purpose 
Of the visit and the method of work, including references to the Third Geneva 
Convention. Although the reason for the delay had been hinted at, the words used 
were to the effect that after some difficulties had been resolved, the ICRC had 
been able to come to Gorgan) but there had been no explicit reference to the fact 
that those difficulties related to differences with the Iranian Government. 

35. The mission considers that, regardless of which version of the speech is 
accepted as accurate, neither could, by itself, have been the cause of the riot, 
though given the prevailing atmosphere , what was said might have been misunderstood 
or misinterpreted by the camp authorities or by some of the POWs. 

36. In both the official government report and statements from several Iranian 
officials, including the Camp Commander, it has also been claimed that the quarrel 
between the two prisoners which sparked the whole incident was caused by the action 
of an ICRC delegate who accepted from one POW a list of “anti-Baathist” POWs to be 
conveyed to the Iraqi Govetnment. The official report statear “This action 
created suspicion with a number of mws. One POW approached the representative 
demanding to see the note. The ICRC representative flatly refused to comply and 
Subsequently a heated argument erupted”, frcrm which fighting developed and spread 
to the whole camp. 

37. We consider that such action by an LCRC delegate, had it taken place, might 
have given reasons to the Iranian authorities to suspect that the “ICRC has engaged 
in espfonage on behalf of Iraq”. The charge is all the more serious in that 
rightly or wrongly, it is widely held by Iranians that the Iraqi authorities, 
viewing one faction of polds as traitors, would take measures against them or their 
families if a list of their names were to come into their hands. However, if this 
were so, the same serious conoequences for their families might also resurL from 
the frequent showing on Iranian television of Iraqi POWS at prayer meetings, 
shouting anti-Iraqi slogans and engaging in similar activities. 

38. Wether there is any factual basis for the specific charge levelled against 
ICRC was therefore very thoroughly investigated by us. It should be noted, first, 
that no Iranian officer witnessed the supposed episode and, second, that a large 
number of POWs interviewed in the Camp told us that no such incident had taken 
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place. Third, we interviewed the POWs who had earlier admitted to havinq passed 
such notes to the ICRC delegate on that day. One of the two POWs was the person 
named in the official report whose action is claimed by the Government to have 
sparked the fight. The other was identified in the video film, where he admitted 
to having given a certain delegate a lit of “four names”. Their testimony appeared 
to be Elawed and did not help much to clarify matters. 

39. We also found certain inconsistencies in the various allegations regarding the 
supposed list. In response to our questions, it was explained that there were 
actually supposed to have been two different notes passed, only cne of which caused 
the uproar. There were also different versions as to what had happened to the 
alleged lists one that it had been tacitly pocketed by the delegate, another that 
it had been taken back forcibly by a second p(Tw , who snatched it from the 
delegate’s hand and tore it up, and a third that the POW who had given the ICRC 
delegate the paper had snatched it back and torn it up, “swallowing down half of 
the paper”. 

40. ICRC, for its part, has denied that any of its delegates received or would 
ever have accepted any document whatsoever other than the well-known of ficir,l forms 
used for messages. Its instructions to its delegates on that point were, and are, 
very firm, since any violation of that rule would endanger the organization’s 
work. According to ICRC, the only materials carried by its delegates on that day 
were their own notes or notebooks for collecting the information rtquired under the 
Geneva Convention during visits. We were told, however, that in the course of the 
ensuing turmoil, some of the delegates had had their own papers snatched from 
them. Others ha3 lost their p,?pers in the process of climbing out of the Camp, 
papers which they never recovered. The delegates had later been searched bodily by 
the Camp author ities, and their motor vehicle had also been searched. No 
compromising evidence had been found, and none was presented to us. 

41. We also noted that the physical descr .ption of the delegate suspected of 
having received the alleged list conveyed to the mission in Gorgan and the name 
suggested did not correspond to any of the delegates who, according to ICRC, had 
actually been interviewing prisoners. ICRC informed us that the delegate in 
quest ion had been carrying out another function, that of observing material 
conditions in the Camp. He had not been speaking with the prisoners but taking 
notes on his observations, somewhat away from the spot where t.he f  qhting had 
l r upted. We further noted that the allegation concerning the list episode seems to 
have been made sane time after the event. 

42. We note the absence of reliable and consistent evidence to the effect that any 
ICRC delegate received any note or list, as alleged, and consider it more likely 
that the quarrel erupted as a result of the suspicions held by one prisoner about 
the kind of information given by the other to the IcRC delegate, as some POWs told 
us, or as a result of the attempt by one POW to prevent the other from speaking to 
the delegate. The versions about a “paper ” could have arisen from a rumour spread 
by some WWEI or a misunderstanding, in view of the fact that some of the delegate’s 
papers were lost or forcibly snatched by POWs during the turmoil. 

43. The suggestion waB also made that one ICRC delegate had actually encouraged 
the fighting that broke out. According to hearsay, referred to by the Camp 
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Commander, one ICRC delegate, after the quarrel between the two POWs had started, 
h&d made a gesture with his hands which wag interpreted by the guard who witnessed 
it a8 a sign to the POWs to fight each other. we watched the Commander imitate the 
gesture but its supposed meaning was not clear t. us. According to ICRC, one of 
its delegates near the fence did make a gesture in signal to the guards outside to 
avoid shoot ing . At any rate, even if some gestures may signify opposite things 
among different cultures , none of the POWEI with whom we met in our tour of the Came 
mentioned any gesture by any ICRC delegate as having had any impact - negative or 
positive - in the course of the fighting. Moreover, in our view, it is implausible 
that either of the two groups could have been encouraged by a signal from an ICRC 
delegate to start fighting. 

44. Another controversial point relates to the numbers of prisoners injured in the 
incident. As mentioned earlier, the official Iranian report states that a total of 
47 Prisoners were wounded during the incident and that with the exception of one 
wounded POW, whose leg had to be amputated, “the rest incurred minor injuries” and 
“after recovering in a short time were return& to the camp”. Though it was not 
explicitly stated, it was clear that the 47 men had suffered in juries severe enough 
to merit their transfer to hospital. The ICRC medical doctor, who visited the 
hospital on 11 October, reported having seen 35 wounded. 

45. The POWrt whom we interviewed in the Camp reported that, apart from those 
killed, a few hundred had been injured during the incident. We do not consider 
that this is necessarily an important discrepancy, since there must have been a 
number of POWs hurt during the disturbance - by fellow prisoners or n perhaps, bY 
shots - whose injuries were judged not severe enough to require hospitalization. 
The official Iranian report states that more POWS Here treated in the hospital for 
wounds inflicted by other POWs than by gunshot, but we have had no means of 
verifying that claim. 

E. Other aspects of the incident - 

46. We were shown pictures of three dead POWs killed by blows. The victims are 
identified in the Government’s report, which also contains a brief description of 
their injuries and cause of death. Their bodies were also seen by the ICRC medical 
doctor on 11 October . From the Iranian TV video tape that we were shown, with some 
explanations by the government authorities, including an English summary of the 
trtnSCrlpt, it would seem that the three men had been killed and another seriously 
injured in dormitory No. 6 in section 1 of the Camp by POWS who presumably belonged 
to the “loyalist” faction. The Government has described the accused as 
“Baathi gts”, seven of whom were said to have confessed to the slayings and are to 
be brought to trial. Those confessions made up most of the video tape film that we 
viewed. 

47. We held hearing8 in private with each of the seven accused men, &ring which 
they described the event, with only minor differences. We also questioned them in 
some detail about other aspects of the riot, such as the developments already 
d,escribed and their poesible causea, and the measures taken by the camp author ities. 
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F. Measures taken by the authorities following the incident - 

40. The authorities did not give us any further information about punitive or 
other measures taken after the riot) but the POWs told us that many of them - the 
minimum figure given was 600 - all belonging to the “loyalist” faction, had 
afterwards been confined to dormitories for a considerable time or had been 
dept ived of food or water Ior three days and then given only one mea1 a day, 
consisting mostly of bread and/or rice and water, for one month. Many POWs had 
reportedly become ill a8 a result. 

49. The camp author it ies, however, did confirm that they had segregated the two 
groups of prisoners involved in the riot, a situation that we ourselves observed. 
We ah0 noted that the section6 had been divided from each other by fences and 
barbed wire. That was said to have made the camp “secure” again. 

c. Conclusions 

50. We have reached the following conclusions concerning the incident in Gorgan: 

(a) It caused the deaths of at least 9 prisoners, of whom 3 died from 
beatings and the rest from gunshot wounds, 47 wounded and hoepitalized, and a 

larger number of less severely injured who were not treated in hospital. 

(b) The trouble began with a quarrel between two prisoner6 belonging to the 
two opposing factions in the Camp, which, among other things, differed in their 
attitude towards the ICRC visit, with one group opposed to the visit or seeking to 
prevent the Othtr from communicating freely with the ICRC delegstea. The quarrel 
soon spread to the majority of POWs in the Camp. 

(c) The escalating measures taken by the Iranian authorities to suppress the 
riot Were in principle juetified and corresponded to normal procedures for riot 
control. 

(d) We find it impossible, however, to form an opinion am to whether in every 
respect the actual firing wae necessary, sufficiently controlled or 
indiscriminate. 

(e) There is no convincing evidence of any improper action of ICPC which, by 
itself, might have provoked the initial quarrel or the ensuing riot. 

(f) In tit COI’.ZBe Of the controversy that has developed between the Iranian 
Government and ICRC in the aftermath of Gorgan , some public statement8 by ICRC 
could have led the Iranian authorities Lo misunderstand the role of that 
organization in Iran, though smJCh s*atemtnts were made after the incident. 

(9) Subsequent disciplinary measures against the POWS seem to have been of an 
unjustifiable character and one-sidedly applied. 

(h) Given the experience of the incident, the subsequent separation of qroupn 
of prieonere seems to be d legitimate and necessary security measure. 
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(i) me of the underlying causes of the incident rndy II~v(. been the Iranian 
Government’s policy of favouring the *believers” faction - d Inlnority in most 
camps - over the “loyalist” faction. The incident might have been prevented had 
the authorities initially separated the two factions in the Camp and adopted a more 
balanced attitude towards both. 

Cjl The incident in Gorgan has not been unique or, indeed, the most violent 
in POW camps in Iran or Iraq. However, unlike other incidents in both countries, 
this one attracted considerable international attention because it was publicized 
shortly after its occurrence by Iranian exiles in France. 

II. VISIT TO IRAQ 

A. Programme of work and itinerary of the mission 

51. Upon arrival in Baghdad on 11 January 1985 we held consultations on our 
programme of work, which we then communicated to the Iraqi authorities, who 
provided us with all the required facilities and arrangements for its 
implementation. 

52. We were received by H. E. Mr. Tareq Aziz, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister 
of Foreign Affairs of Iraq. We also held conversations on the first and the last 
days of our visit with a team of Iraqi Government officials, which was headed by 
Mr. Wissam Al-Zahawi, Under-Secretary-General for International Organizations, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and included Mr. Mohamed El Hadj Hamoud, head of the 
Legal Department at the Foreign Ministry, Brigadier-General Basil Ahmed Taka, 
Ministry of Defence) and Brigadier-General Nazar Al-Druby and Colonel 
Kadouri Hussein, member and Secretary, respectively, of the Permanent Committee of 
War Victims. In the course of our visits to the POW camps, we also held meetings 
with the commanders of the camps. 

53. During our stay in Iraq, we visited eight POW camps, namely, the Salahuddin 
POW Camp, the four POW Camps situated in Mosul , and the three camps in the Rsmadi 
area. According to Iraqi authorities, the combined prisoner population in those 
eight camps - which, we were told, were the only ones in existence in Iraq - was 
9,206. In addition, during the final day of our stay in Iraq, we visited two 
villages in Misan, which is more than 300 km south-east of Baghdad and is where a 
large number of civilians from the Khuzestan region of Iran are at present 
located. The list of PC84 camps with their respective population, as provided by 
the Iraqi authorities at the time of our visit, as well as a chronology of 
activities of the mission in Iraq, are reproduced in appendices V and VII to the 
present report. 

B. General information and policies of Iraq concerning prisoners of war 

54. In the course of their meetings with us, the Iraqi authorities conveyed to us 
the following observations and comments as well as their general policies regarding 
prisoners of war 1 
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(a) The Iraqi Government conceded that certain errors had been commit.teJ at 
the beginning of the war in its handling of the POW problem since Iraq was 
unprepared for the large number of prisoners captured. 

(b) Iraqi POWs were the object of abject treatment by the Iranian 
author i ties. Despite this, the President Saddam Hussein of Iraq had clearly stated 
that Iraq had no intention of meting out similar treatment to the Iranian POWs in 
Iraq. (h the contrary, Iraq was determined to fulfil its international obligations 
in keeping with its historic values and principles. 

(c) Iraq, unlike Iran, abided by the Geneva Conventions and had offered every 
facility to ICRC to carry out its work in Iraq, even though there had been 
occasional differences wi.th the Red Cross. 

(d) The total number of Iranian POWs held by Iraq was 9,206 housed in eight 
camps. 

(e) Irsq was willing to proceed with an exchange of POWs, provided it was 
car r ied out on a proportional basis. Iraq could not accept an exchange of equal 
numbers of prisoners, as proposed by Iran, since the latter was holding five times 
as many prisoners as Iraq and the Iranian proposal, if implemented, would leave 
four fifths of Iraqi POWs in Iranian hands. 

(f) Iraq was willing to repatriate wounded and sick Iranian POWs in 
accordance with the Geneva Convent ion and as ordered by the Pr es ident. A mixed 
medical Commission (composed of 2 ICRC and 1 Iraqi doctors) had recently been set 
Up and Iraq had already prepared a list of 100 POWs for repatriation and a second 
list of 100 was about to be completed. Another 300, in groups of 100 each, would 
follow. Pr ior to that, Iraq had already repatriated 424 Iranian POWs. 

(9) Iraq was ready to proceed with i.1 exchange of family visits once Iran had 
produced the full list of Iraqi POWs held in that country. Publishing additional 
names of POWs through the media, as Iran was doing, was against the Genev?, 
Convention and contrary to Islamic and humanitarian principles. The visits could 
take place either through a third country or, preferably, through direct border 
crossing at a sector which would be subject to a mutually agreed temporary 
cease-fire. 

(h) Iraq wa8 willing to accept a Protecting Power if Iran agreed. So far, 
Iran had only proposed the Syrian Arab Republic and the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, 
countries which had sided with Iran in the war and were thus unacceptable to Iraq. 
However, Iraq was extremely concerned to find a way to protect Iraqi POWs in Iran 
inasmuch ae ICRC had been forced to suspend its activities there. 

(i) There were no civilian prisoners among Iranian POWS. Some of the 
Iranians captured on the battlefield wore no uniforms but were armed and thus were 
POWs in accordance with the Geneva Convention. The majority within that category 
were the “child prisoners” belonging to the “Khomeini Guards” who were kept in 
Runadi Camp ~a. 2. Iraq had offered to send that group back to Irdn, but the 
Iranian Government had refused. 
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Cj) There were no civilian medical doctors in the POW camps. The only 
Iranldn medical doctors held in Iraqi camps were military doctors, though some of 
them, 1 ike certain other POWs, were volunteers who had been captured wearing 
civilian dress. Iraq might be willing to exchange the latter group with Iraqi 
civilian technicians held in Iran. 

(k) There was a large number of Iranian civilians in Iraq, numberinq around 
75,000, who had not been captured but had sought refuge from persecution. Al though 
they were regarded by Iraq as refugees and not as detainees, they were regularly 
visited by ICRC and were treated by Iraq accordinq to the Fourth Geneva 
Convention. They were free to leave the camps or villages where they resided for 
other parts of Iraq or even to qo to a third country if they so desired. A total 
of 130 civjlians had already done so. 

(1) There were no covert camps in Iraq. POWs, after capture, were taken to 
transfer certres, or hospitals, from where they were sent to the various camps. 

The usual period between capture and notification to ICRC was between one and two 
weeks. No reqistered POW had disappeared. Occasionally, some POWs were taken from 
the camps for interrogation but were always brought back to their camps. ICRC had 
handed to the Iraqi Government a list of 508 supposedly missing persons. The 
Government had looked into each case and had not been able to find any of them. 
Most were undoubtedly on the list of 1,432 POWs in Mosul Camp No. 1 which the 
Government had handed to ICRC in December 1984 after holding back their 
registration in an effort to put pressure on Iran to allow ICRC to resume its 
activities. 

(ml Iranian POWs, unlike Iraqi POWs in Iran, were not subjected to political 
or ideological pressure. There had been only one case of an Iranian opposition 
clergyman who had visited a POW camp at the request of some POWs who had seen him 
on Iraqi television, but even that kind of visit had been stopped. 

(n) Iranian POWs were free to perform their religious rites, r.‘nce they 
belonged to the same religion as the Iraqis. However, public prayer, which was not 
required either by the Geneva Convention or by the Koran, was not allowed for 
security redsonS, though POWs could pray in their own dnrmitories. 

(0) Prisoners were not subjected to tnrture or maltreatment. ICRC had made 
some complilints to that effect, but when Iraq had proposed the establishment of a 
mixed medical commission to inveotiqate the question ICRC had refused. The 
physical marks seen by ICRC on some prisoners was the result of wounds and bruises 
received on the battlefield. 

(P) The maximum per iod of impr isonment that could be imposed by camp 
commanders on POWs for breaches of discipline was 3 days. A disciplinary 
committee, composed of 15 members, could sentence a prisoner to a maximum of 15 
days in gaol. More serious breaches of discipline were dealt with by the military 
courts. 

(q) POW representatives were freely elected by the prisoners themselves. If 
pr isoners had any complaints, they were tree to approach the Camp Commander through 
their representatives. 
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(r) Prisoners who were not officers received an allowance of 1.5 dinars per 
monthr officers received 5 dinars. 2/ 

(s) Hygienic and medical conditions in the camps were excellent, as the 
President of ICRC had had occasion to remark during one of his visits. 

(t) Concerning mail, Iraq allowed more than the two messages a month required 
by the Geneva Convention. In recent months, though, no messages from Iran had been 
received. Medical and other packages were welcome, though none had been received. 

(u) POW personal possessions were put in a package and kept in the custody of 
the Camp Commander. If an Iraqi guard stole an item from a prisoner, he would be 
in breach oE discipline and be severely punished. 

l * * 

C. Examination of the concerns expressed by the 
Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran 

55. Our findings and observations regarding the concerns expressed by the 
Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran as well as the explanations of the 
policies of the Government of Iraq concerning the prisoners of war held in Iraq 
follow. 

1. Allegation6 regarding the killing of prisoners of war in the camps 

“Investigation of intentional murder and massacre of prisoners-o-f war and _ ._ _~~.- 
civilian detainees, . -- including the investigation and preparation of a report on --- I .- 
the incident at Mosul I_. .- ___ Camp No ___. 2 on -19November 19&L during which et least - 
three people were killed and more than 80 injure --.- d” 11 

56. The Iraqi authorities emphatically denied that there had been any intentional 
murder OK massacre of pr isoners of war under their custody. They told us that the 
only incident in a POW camp which had resulted in the death of any POW had taken 
place on 26 July 1982 in Mosul Camp No. 1, though they added that another incident 
which had caused no deaths had taken place at Ramadi in January 1984. According to 
the authorities and to the official report provided us, a riot had broken out in 
Mosul Camp No. 1 following a quarrel between an Iranian PC%! and an Iraqi guard. 
The rioting prisoners had assaulted the guards and had broken doors and windows in 
the Camp. 0-11~ after all the steps required under the regulations had been taken 
did the guards open fire in self-defence. Some POWs had been wounded, and two had 
died afterwards in the hospital. Had the POWs not tried to obstruct the medical 
staff from carrying out their duties, those two pr isoners might not have died. The 

Y At the prevailing official rate of exchange, one Iraqi dinar equals 
SIJS 3.75. 

Y The full list of the points of special concern of the CBvernment of the 
lslamic Republic of Iran is reproduced in appendix I to this report. 
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official report also contained the text of the testimonies given by several WWs 
who had witnessed the incident. As for the purported incident in Mosul Camp No. 2, 
the Iraqi authorities added that not only had such an incident not taken place but 
that that Camp was not in operation at the time the incident was supposed to have 
occur red. 

57. In the course of our visit to the camps in Iraq, we received numerous reports 
from POWs about the occurrence of two separate incidents in Mosul in the course of 
1982: one, which had taken place in Moeul Camp No. 1 on 26 July 1982, and another, 
said to t.Jve happened in November 1982, in Mosul Camp No. 2. There were some 
differences among POWs as to the exact date of both incidents, mainly owing to the 
lapse of time and the use of non-Gregorian calendars. bespite those dif ferencea, 
it is clear to us that the two incidents took place at separate times and camps in 
Mosul in 1982. The following brief accounts of the two incidents are based on the 
reports of numerous POWs and, in the case of Mosul No. 1, also on our hearings Of 
two POWs who, according to the official report, had testified before the Iraqi 
authorities. 

R. Mosul Camp No. 1 

58. Several days before the incident, 500 POWs were transferred from Mosul Camp 
NO. 2 to Camp No. 1. Their arrival in what was already a crowded Camp increased 
tension in the Camp, which was already ideologically divided between those 
supporting and those opposing the Iranian Government. The POW representatives 
requested the camp authorities to allocate two rooms in the second floor of the 
Camp - where the guards had their quarters - as additional dormitories to relieve 
the over crowdedness. The authorities, while refusing to allocate rooms on the 
second floor, agreed to allocate two rooms on the ground floor where all POWS were 
houscnd. The rooms were being refurbished when the incident broke out. 

59. The camp is in the form of a quadrangle with a large courtyard in the middle. 
Two sets of dormitories occupy opposite wings of the camp. One, divided into six 
dormitories (Nos. 8-13), contained the anti-Iranian Government POWs, while the 
other wing, divided into seven dormitories (Nos. l-7), was occupied by pro-Iranian 
Government pr isoner 8. Almost all newcomers were placed in dormitories Nos. 1 and 

approximately 
I. 

2, where an-atmosphere of restlessness prevailed. There were 
125 POWs in dormitory No. 1 and 150 POWs in dormitory Nos. 2- - I  

60. On the day of the incident, 26 July 1982, at approximate 
doors of the dormitories had been locked except for dormitory 
guards took a POW to the officer on duty present at the camp, 

ly 2000 hours the 
No. 1. Cme of the 
apparently because 

after the roll-call had been concluded, he refused to enter his dormitory as did 
some other POWs belonging to dormitory No. 1. At that moment, the POWs from that 
dormitory started shouting “Allah Akbar” (God is great) “Khomeini Rahbar” (Khomeini 
is the leader). Some POWs from other dormitories joined in the cheers. Noise was 
increasing1 POWs in dormitory No. 2 broke the windows and opened the door with 
outside help, ran out and started breaking the locks of the doors of dormitories 
Nos. 3 to 7 of the same wing while inside, POWS broke windows, ventilators and even 
the electricity cables. EZvent.ually some 900 POWs were out in the courtyard. The 
guards withdrew to the main door and shot into the air. The officer in chtrge Of 
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the camp ordered the POWs to return to their dormitories but was not obeyed or 
heard and he and the guards withdrew from the courtyard. The POWs apparently 
intended to cross the courtyard towards the opposite wing and a!so tried to reach 
by the stairs the second floor where other guards were ready to fire. The guar 38 
were apparently ordered to shoot to the ground in front of the rioters but fire 
spread and went out of control. From P(xJ testimonies it would appear that the Camp 
Commander attempted to halt the shooting, but without result. Some 8 to 12 guards 
reportedly fired. ‘I%o POWs died, one of them in the centre of the yard, the other 
one in a dormitory, and several were wounded while climbing the stairs or crossing 
the yard. It seems that two other prisoners died some time later because of their 
wounds. 

61. The causes of the incident were apparently the tensions caused by crowded 
dormitories, bad treatment and the practice of confinement in halls as collective 
punishment. The attitude of the newcomers shortly before the incident may also 
have been a contributing factor. Aa told to us by POWs, there had been internal 
disputes among POWs because a group which was referred to as “the Khomeini people” 
did not want to hear radio programmes or play any kind of games and attempted to 
impose their views on the others. (In some cases they obtained from the 
authorities the removal of the loudspeakers from their dormitories in order not to 
hear the Farsi-.‘anguage programmes transmitted by Radio Baghdad.) 

62. In our view the officer in charge of the camp at the time of the incident 
followed the required steps, although he was not obeyed at the critical moment when 
some of the shooting was aimed not only at the rioters but also at the dormitor !es 
that had retnained closed. We are unable to confirm that the shooting was carried 
out in self-defence. From the facts it appears more logical to conclude that the 
shooting was ordered for the purpose of re-establishing order. Despite all the 
measures taken, we found that the general conditions of the camp were not good! 
overcrowdedness was still evident, the treatment of POWs had not improved and there 
were too many sick and wounded pr isonera , who should be repatriated. 

17. Mosul Camp No. 2 

63. The incident in Mosul Camp No. 2 took place following the collective 
confinement of all POWs to their dormitories without food or water. Those measurer, 
had been taken after the POWs refused to eat their lunch-hour meal in protest over 
thf> punishment of their representatives , who were being held and apparently 
ill-treated in the guards’ quarters after they had attempted to protest the attempt 
to separate those POWs belonging to the regular army from the volunteers. 

64. After several days of confinement - it appears to have been five or six - the 
inmates of one dormitory smashed the windows and also managed to break the lock of 
their dormitory. Prisoners in other dormitories proceeded to do likewise. Once in 
thta courtyard, they staqed a sit-down and proceeded to select new representatives - 
t.tlc old ones, being still in detention - to talk to the Camp commander. The latter 
rc(x)rtedly relused to speak to the new representatives. Instead, he came down and 
order4 prisoners back into their rooms, which the POWs refused to do, apparently 
out 01 ftbar ot being locked up aqain. Nothing happened on that day, but on the 
fol towinq day, a hiqh-ranking officer from ourside the Camp arrived and aqain 
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ordered all POWS to return to their rooms. Before the prisoners - who were 
obviously reluctant to obey - could decide, he gave a signal, and a large number of 
guards brought from the outside rushed in with iron sticks and other weapons and 
attacked the prisoners. Two POWs were apparently killed on the spot, and a large 
number of them injured. Two other POWs reportedly died afterwards in the hospital 
from their injuries. The guards also entered the dormitories and proceeded to 
destroy mattresses, blankets and POW belongings. The prisoners said that they had 
been told that their treatment was in retaliation for the battle of Bostan. On the 
same day of the incident, OK the day after , some 30 to 35 POWs were picked up, 
apparently at random, and taken to the second floor of the Camp, where, together 

with the POW representatives still being held there, they were beaten with clubs by 
the guards. They were kept there for approximately 20 days, with reduced food 
rations and subjected to periodic assaults. 

65. On the basis of the information received, we were unable to reach a definite 
conclusion that the measures that were taken as well as the beatings which resulted 
in the deaths and injuries of POWs had been justified. 

66. We CQnSideK it necessary to mention, that on the basis of numerous testimonies 
received from POWs, QtheK serious incidents appear to have occurred in Anbar and 
Ramadi 1 Camp. 

"Investigation of suspicious deaths in which incisions in the area of stomach 

and chest as well as broken skulls and the like have been uneguivocally cited 
as causes of death" 

67. The Government of &he Islamic Republic of Iran has stated that suspicious 
deaths have been reporl:ed in numerous CaSeS, citing as an example that the 
representatives of ICI&?, during their visit to the "Al-Rasheed Camp" in Baghdad, 
had noticed that 16 Iranian prisoners had died in that camp. 

68. It should be noted that the Iranian authorities, while citing ICRC, did not 

make available to us any ICRC reports on its visit to the "Al-Rasheed Camp". 

69. The Iraqi authorities 1nfQKmed us that the so-called "Al-Rasheed Camp" is the 

military hospital in Baghdad, to which seriously injured personnel, including POWs, 
are taken. We were invited by the authorities, to visit the above-mentioned 
hospital as Well as others. 

70. We did not, however, Consider that such visits would be likely to thKQW much 
light on the causes of death of the POWs in question or Of any Other similar cases, 
and, for lack of time, we decided not to visit any of the said hospitals. In any 
event, we ought to point out that the cause of death in hospital Qf a person from 
injuries normally have to be found elsewhere. We regret not having been able to 
investigate the causes of such deaths, which would have necessitated our inspection 
of QtheK places and documents as well as the hearing of possible witnesses. 

71. In brief, we were not in a position to establish the factual basis for the 
above concern expressed by the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran, except 
as it is covered by our observations in ParagraphS 56-66 above and 106-108 below, 
respectively. 
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2. Allegation6 of the killing of prisoners of war on or after capture 

“Investigation of various cases of mass execution of prisoners of war in 
genera 1, and that of the detained personnel of the Revolutionary Guards 
in particular” 

72, Iran has asserted that Iraq was practising mass execution of Iranian captives 
and, in particular, of the members of the Revolutionary Guards. EV idence was 
submitted by the Iranian authorities in the form of copies of purported Iraqi 
military orders to treat “Khomeini Guards” as “warlike criminals in the 
battlefield”, instead of transferring the injured Guards to hospitals for treatment. 

73. The Iraqi authorities replied that such orders did not exist. They would 
contradict humanitarian law and would thus be against Iraqi principles. The 
material presented by Iran was said to be forged. 

74. We observed that in so far as the Iranian allegation might include incidents 
which occurred in Iraqi prisoner camps, they have mainly been dealt with in 
paragraphs 56 to 66 above. It would not be correct to speak of “mass executions” 
in this respect. As to the alleged execution of newly captured enemy personnel, we 
heard some statements to that effect in the camps but could not ourselves draw any 
firm conclusion on the basis of the material available to us. 

75. Bearing in mind the intense animosities engendered by this war, it cannot be 
excluded that a considerable number of Iranian soldiers could have been killed on 
the battlefield upon surrender. 

76. Although we were not in a position to verify the information we received, 
nothing we heard would, in our opinion, contradict what was stated in a memorandum 
of ICRC of 7 May 1983: 

“Both in Iran and in Iraq captured soldiers have been summarily 
executed. These executions were sometimes the act of individuals involving a 
few soldiers fallen into enemy hands! they have sometimes been systematic 
action against entire enemy units, on orders to give no quarter. 

“Wounded enemies have been slain or simpiy abandoned on the field of 
battle. In this respect the ICRC must point out that the number of enemy 
wounded to which it has had access and whom it has registered in hospitals in 
the territory of both belligerents is disproportionate to the number of 
registered able-bodied prisoners in the camps or to even the most conservative 
estimates of the extent of the losses suffered by both parties.” 
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3. Allegat ions regarding persons unl isted or “disappeared” 

“Preparatiors for a follow-up on the fate of nearly 20,000 disappeared 
persons, many of whom, according to reports of the Red Cross and other -y.w--.---~l- 
services, are in covert detention camps” - -- 

77. The Iranian authorities informed us that, two years ago, d list of 
10,000 missing Iranian soldiers had been submitted to the Commission on Human 
Rights for investigation. By the beginning of 1985, that number had increased to 
approximately 20,000 persons. A list of their names had been handed to us in 
Cm eva . The Iranian Government said that it had substantial evidence and proof 
indicating that a large number of those persons were beinq held in secret 
captivity. Further specifications and documentation in this regard were provided 
by the Iranian authorities. 

78. We handed to the Iraqi authorities the list of missing persons, together with 
some photographs - taken from the Iraqi media by the Iranian authorities - of 
persons claimed to be missing. 

79. The Iraqi authorities stated that all Iranians in POW camps were registered by 

ICRC. Further , there were no covert camps in Iraq, and all camps were open to 
ICRC. Those on the list provided by the Iranian authorities might have disappeared 
on the battletront. The Iraqi authorities stated that they did not have the time 
for a detailed study of the list , which was handed back to us, or the other 
documentation thaL we provided, before our departure from Iraq. As for the 

photoqr aphs, we were told that they could have been taken anywhere and might be 
forgeries. The Government further stated that Iran had refused to provide 
information on Iraqis killed on the battlefront. 

80. Some of the names in the list, the Iraqi authorities stated, miqht be those of 
some “75,000 civilian refugees which are living in several villages in the areas of 
Al-Tash, Misan, Samawa, etc.“. On the battlefront, they pointed out, many enemy 
dead had remained in no man’s land for long periods of time and could not be 
recoqnized. In one case, through ICRC, the Iraqi authorities had requested a 
cease-fire to remove corpses, but that had been rejected by Iran. Moreover, many 
other Iranians killed ir. battle did no’ have any tags or documents to permit 
identification. In scme battles, Iran had launched human waves, sometimes with old 
people or children to clear the minefields, many of whom had died and whose names 
were probably included in the list. Whenever dead bodies were recovered, the Iraqi 
side buried them with such identification as was available. The Iraqi Government 
was ready to provide the list of those buried, if Iran would reciprocate. The 
author ities also gave us a video-cassette, showing actual battle scenes, to 
demonstrate the difficulties involved in the identification of those killed. 
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61. Due to constraints of time and the extremely difficult and complex task of 
locat inq missing persons , we wsre unable to do anything but emphasise the gravity 
of the accusation made by the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran. We 
questioned the Iraqi authorities very closely and carefully to ascertain, as far as 
possible, the actual whereabouts of those mentioned in the list. It appears to us 
that for a variety of reasons, some of the bodies of persons who had died on the 
battlefront could not be recognized and, as a consequence, had been buried as 
unidentified or unknown. However, the failure to submit the required reports in 
other instances may have been part of counter-intelligence measures designed to 
mislead the enemy. We believe that, since the Iraqi authorities have not reported 
the names of the dead members of the Iranian armed forces or volunteer combatants 
whom it has been able to identify, failing thus to fulfil its humanitarian duties, 
many of these dead must be among the list of 20,000 said to be missing. 

82. The reasons given by Iraq are plausible but not satisfactory. We should like 
to recall, as we do in the case of Iranian failure to submit such reports, that the 
p.+rties to the conflict are obliged, under the First Geneva Convention, to record 
and provide to the central prisoner-of-war information agency for transmission to 
the country of origin all dat a on each wounded, sick or dead person of the 
adversary falling into their hands as well as the identity and state of health of 
captured personnel, with death certificates of those who have died after capture. 

“The investigation into and report on civilian prisoners” 

83. This concern has two aspects: first, civilians, including old men, women and 
children, said by Iran to have been forcibly removed from their homes and 
transferred to internment camps in Iraq and to be numbering tens of thousands; and, 
second, civilians held in POW camps and registered by ICRC, claimed to number more 
than 1,500. These two matters are dealt with separately below: 

a. Civilians moved from their homes in Iran to Iraq 

84. These are said by Iran to have been deported by force, most of them being 
Iranian Arabs and Kurds. 

85. ICRC, for its part, pointed out in its memorandum of 7 May 1983 that “tens of 
thousands of Iranian civilians from the Khuzistan and Kurdistan border regions, 
residing in areas under Iraqi Army control, had been deported in grave breach of 
the Fourth Geneva Convention”, and that until Way 1983 the ICRC delegates had had 
only restricted access to a few of these people. 

86. The Iraqi authorities admitted that considerable numbers of Iranian citizens 
totalling some 75,000 were currently on Iraqi soil and lived in special villages 
built for and by them on land granted by the Government of Iraq. They were not 
considered deportees, detainees or internees but civilian refugees. They were not 
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captured but had come voluntarily to Iraq, in the wake of the war, fleeing from 
persecution. Most of them were farmers. Though Iraq regarded them as refugees, it 
had agreed that they should be covered by the Fourth Geneva Convention relative to 
the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, and were thus visited by ICRC. 
We were told'that we were welcome to visit the villages, an invitation which we 
accepted. 

07. We decided to travel to the Misan area , where 25,000 civilians of Arab origin 
from the Khuzistan region of Iran are concentrated in four villages. We went first 
to the village of Bitarah, 40 km west of Al-Amarah in the southern part of the 
country, with a population of about 2,500 families (some 15,000 persons, Of whom 
6,000 to 7,000 were under 16 years of age). Another village nearby briefly visited 
was Kumct (Dosolek), which has about 500 families. 

00. In further official briefings in Bitarah, we were told that nobody in Misan 
had been forced to leave Iran. Many had travelled by their own means of transport, 
such as cars or carts, on lorries provided by the Iraqi army or by foot. Many had 
brought with them their own belongings. Both the dangers in the war zone and 
opposition to the Iranian Government were cited as grounds for their preference to 
stay in Iraq. We were also informed that the people living in Misan had been 
issued identity cards by the Iraqi Ministry of the Interior similar to those issued 
to all Iraqis but stating that they were "Arabistanis", since, though Arabs, they 
were not Iraqi nationals. They were under the supervision of the Iraqi Committee 
of Victims of War, on which representatives from the various government ministries 
Sat. Every village had a school , and the inhabitants had been given land and 
cattle by the Iraqi Government. 

89. We inspected the two villages, including the schools, and we were able to 
speak in private with what we consider to be a fair cross-sectia:r of the 
inhabitants of Bitarah. Some of those interviewed stressed that they considered 
themselves to be part of the Arab nation, though not necessarily Iraqis, and even 
referred to their anti-Iranian activities while in Iran. Others, however, after 
expressing fear of speaking out, stated that they had been forcibly brought to Iraq 
and doubted that the presence in the village of many of its inhabitants was 
voluntary. Several, particularly the older ones , complained about their separation 
from their families as well as a lack of mail from those relatives left in Iran. 
Allegations were also made about younger men, aged between 18 and 40. being coerced 
into enlisting in the Iraqi army under such threats as having their ,xy cut off. 
That, however, was denied by the authorities. 

90. We noted that the civilians in those villages did not seem to be unanimous in 
their attitude or their assessment of their conditions and that some of them seemed 

to wish to be repatriated independently of the war and the political situation in 
Iran. Currently, they were not allowed to do so. Given the constraints of time, 
it was impossible for us to assess the proportion of people who shared such views - 
and therefore should not be regarded as refugees in any sense of the word - and of 
those who did not wish to return, at least under the existing circumstances. 

91. We were informed by the Government that all civilians from Iran had freedom of 
movement and Of employment within Iraq and that there were no restrictions if they 
wished to move to third countries. About 130 civilians had, in fact, done so. We 
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were provided with a list of 102 names of those who had emigrated from 1ray to d 
third country. In our view, any repatriation programme or resettlement (which was 
said by the authorities not to be an issue in practice) would in those 
circumstances have to be based on detailed investigation and accompanied by 
assurances that they are voluntary. 

92. It was not possible for us, due to constraints of time, to visit Anbar 
(Altaah), the village for Kurds with an estimated population of 15,000. Samawa, 
basically for “intellectuals”, was another village which could not be visited 
because of lack of time. 

h . Iranian civilians held in Iraqi POW camps - .- 

93. This concern is related to ather Iranian concerns, such as the general claim 
of large numbers of Iranians misting in Iraq and those relating to the captured 
Iranian Minister of Oil and his entourage, as well as Iranian medical personnel 
held by Iraq. However, it is also more specifically claimed that in the course of 
registration of Iranian POW6 by ICE, it had emerged that a number of them, said by 
the Iranian Government to number more than 1,500, were civilians whom ICRC had been 
unable to have separated and released. It was claimed that of 424 captives 
repatriated by Iraq, 235 were civilians, 171 of them being over 50 years of age, 

94. According to the Iraqi authorities, persons held as POWs had been captured 
when actively engaged in the hostilities. The authorities pointed out that in the 
Iranian war effort many persons had participated in the fighting besides the 
regular army, such as the Revolutionary Guards and other volunteer forces. ’ When, 
for instance, a medical doctor was captured, arms in hand, he had to be regarded as 
a POW (see para. 102 below). The repatriation of a number of persons referred to 
by Iran showed, on the other hand, Iraq’s willingness to examine individual cases, 
as Iraq was also currently doing with a view to repatriating more POWS unilaterally 
as soon as the necessary procedures could be completed. 

95. As a point of departure, we have taken note of the statement made by the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs of Iraq in his meeting with us, admitting generally 
that mistakes might have been made, especially in the earlier stages of the war. 

96. During our visits to the Pow camps in Iraq , we met in most of the camps a 
considerable number of prisoners who claimed to be civilians and gave credible 
accounts of their background. Many of these prisoners were old and in poor 
health. Others were farmers, still others young professional civilians captured 
during the hostilities, especially in the areas of Rhorramshahr and Abadan, area6 
which were for some time occupied by Iraq. Occasionally, we encountered POWs who 
claimed that they had not been captured during hostilities but had fled from Iran 
seeking political asylum. The specific complaint was made by some such persons 
that the authorities arresting them had not listened to them and that they never 
had had a chance to present their cases. 

97. While unable to verify the individual stories and taking into account the 
well-publicized fact that both old and young Iranian civilians have volunteered to 
join the war effort, we must, nevertheless, point out that we consider it 
established beyond reasonable doubt that there are in Iraqi POW camps a number of 
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inmates who should not properly be there. A close examination of the files of POWs 

by the competent Iraqi authorities would, we believe, confirm our conclusion. 

“Investigation of the fate of Mr. Tondguyan, the Minister of Oil, -- ~ -- 
and his deputies and compa nions captured by the Iraqi forces” 

98. The Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran has accused Iraq of not 
Permitting the captured Minister of Oil and his deputies, namely, Mr. Yahyavi and 
Mr. Rouahehr i, and his other attendants to be visited by ICRC. They have further 

charged that the Minister and his companions have been mistreated and tortured. 

99. We requested the Iraqi authorities to be allowed to meet with the Minister of 
Oil, Mr. Tondguyan, and his deputies. We were told that they were willing to have 
us meet the Minister but that he had expressed his wish not to meet anyone, 
including ICRC and had threatened to commit suicide if his wishes were not 
respected. They informed us that the Minister was well and that he had spoken with 
his family both in Iran and in New York on the telephone. From a military 
viewpoint, we were told, the Minister was less important than an Iranian pilot. 
Rut the Minister refused to see anybody. The Iraqi Government had made an offer to 
ICRC to meet the Minister on condition that ICRC signed an affidavit taking full 
responsibility for the Minister’s actions thereafter in view of his threat to 
commit suicide. The Iraqi authorities were willing to allow us to see the 
Minister, provided we gave the same guarantee that had been requested from ICRC. 
After due consideration, Ire felt that we were not in a position to accept such an 
offer. The authorities inr’ormed us that the Minister’s companions at the time of 
his capture could be seen by us when we visited Anbar and Ramadi No. 1 camps. 

100. We very much regret that we could not meet either the Minister of Oil or, 
except for his driver held at Ramadi Camp No. 1, any of his associates who might 
have been with him at the time of capture. The Iraqi authorities claimed that t.hey 

had never captured the two deputies and therefore did not know their whereabouts. 
During our viaits to the camps , we heard from a number of POWs that they had deen 
Mr . Yahyavi and Mr. Rouehehri in detention at Abu Ghoraib, a prison about 30 km 
from Baghdad which the authorities claimed was solely reserved for Iraqi prisoners. 

“Investigation of the fate of the Red Crescent personnel, including-medical -.- 
doctors, assistants and other personnel, captured and detained ir 
contravention of the First Protocol of the Geneva Convention” 

163. The Iranian authorities have stated that persons falling within the above 
category have been denied any contact with members of ICRC or with their families. 

102. The Iraqi authorities informed us that they had, in fact, repatriated four 
women belonging to the Iranian Red Crescent staff. All medical doctors and 
assistants held by Iraq had to be considered military personnel, since they were 
either part of the regular army or, even if they wore civilian attire, were part of 
the volunteer forces. Regarding the latter group, Iraq would be willing to 
exchange them for Iraqi civilian technicians held as prisoners by Iran, on a 
percentage basis, not on equal numbers. 
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103. we met a number of medical doctors and personnel in various camps in Ir’aq, 
including a group of five doctors in Anbar Camp who had been captured as lonq ago 
as October 1980. The five ranged in age from 46 to 61 years and some of them were 
themeeLves afflicted with various ailmente and infirmities. 

104. All of them declared that they were civilian doctors who had been captured In 
October 1980 on the road from Khorramshahr . Only one of them stated that he had 
been u member of the Iranian Red Crescent who had been sent to treat the wounded in 
civil hospitals. 

105. We should like to recall that, according to the First Geneva Convention, the 
staff of national Red Cross eocieties and that of other voluntary aid societies 
must be respected and protected in all circumstances. If they fall into the hands 
of the adverse party, they must be retained only in PO far as the state of health 
and the number of POWs require) in other words, they shall be returned to their 
country unless their retention is indispensable. In repatriating them, account 
should be taken of the chronological order of their capture and their state of 
health. Although these persons are not to be deemed prisoners of war, they are 
entitled to a status at least as favourable. It seems to us that the five Anbar 
doctors are a clear case for unconditional repatriation, irrespective of 
reciprocity. 

“Investigation of the fact that the names of the Iranian prisoners ot war are 
submitted to’ the Red Cross months and sometimes 

--__ 

-- - _ --. -.-.--- y  ear8 after their capturF - 

106. The Iraqi authorities informed the mission that they had consistently reported 
all captured Iranians to ICRC within a period of one to two weeks and, as of 
December 1984, all Iraniarl POWs were registered by ICRC. However , as ICRC had been 
informed, Iraq did hold up for a time the regietration of a substantial number of 
Iranian POWs, not yet seen by ICRC, in order to exert pressure on Iran, which was 
holding thousands of unregistered Iraqi POWs. After a while, those Iranian POWs, 
who numbered 1,432, were registered by ICRC in December 1984. They were all housed 
in Moeul Camp No. 1. 

107. Despite the assurances given by the Iraqi authorities , we believe that t.here 

have been conaidersble delays in many instances in submission to ICRC of the names 
of captured Iranian prisoners, with some POWs never seen by ICRC. 

108. We visited MOSU~ Camp No. 1 and have, indeed, ascertained that 1,432 POWs had 
been registered by ICRC in December 1984. The rest of the POWs in Mosul Camp NO. 1 
were already in possession of their ICRC cards. Of the 9,206 Iranian POWs claimed 
to be held by the Iraqi author ities, 9,195 had been registered by ICRC at the time 
of the mission’s visit. 

4. Allegations of the existence of “secret” camps 

“Investigation of the fate of prisoners of war - ______ . ---- - - -. who have been suspiciously _ __.. L_ _..._ ..- - ---- ..- ___._.~__ 
transferred from overt td covert camps or vice versa” 

__ ,_ 
~- __-_ _._-- ---- _ ._-. --.__ .----- -.-- 

109. The Iranran authorities provided us with information concerning the alleqed 
practice of the Iraqi authofItie6 of transferring POWs from overt to covert can\l>>j, 
or vice versa m They also prvv lded the names of what they consider secret camps, 
where Xranian POWs are interned. 
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110. The Iraqi authoritiee, in reply to the above Iranian concern, stated that some 

Iranian POWs had, in fact, been temporarily transferred from their camps for the 
purpose of interrogation hut they were always returned to their campa. It was also 
possible that, at times, such transfers could have coincided with visits of ICRC to 
the camp. However, such transfers were not premeditated to coincide with such 
vieite. The interrogations related to matters of a military nature or to events in 
PC%J camps and were alwaye carried out without coercion. m other oc?aaione, 
interrogation was required after the authorities had dicovered the true rank or 
identity of a prisoner who had hidden either from the authorities. 

111. According to the Iraqi authorities, ICRC had visited all the POW camps in Iraq 
and had registered all the POWs. There were no covert OK ‘secret” POW camps in 
Iraq, they stated. It happened that military hospitals, like the one in 
Al-Rasheed, which were in military camps, were often used for the treatment of POWS 
who required special care. m other occasions, military quarters were used as a 
traneit point for newly captured POWs. For example, the Tanoomeh Camp referred to 
by the Iranian authorities was located in the war front, where army units had their 
quartere. 

112. Although we were not in a position to ascertain for ourBelve8 the existence of 
covert POW campe in Iraq, or if the transfers of POW8 were made for short periods 
solely for the purpose of interrogation, as claimed by the Iraqi authorities, we 
believe, based on information received from a variety of sources, that many Iranian 
pr isonere of war, including the Minister of Oil and some of his associates, remain 
concealed from the time of their capture. We estimate the number of concealed POWS 
to be in the hundreds. 

113. During the course of our visits to the POW camps, we met a number of Iranian 
POW8 who claimed to have been held in “covert” camps or such places as a wing in 
the Ministry of Defence and Abu Ghoraib, which, the Iraqi authorities told us, waB 
solely for Iraqi prieonere. Some POWs, in recounting their detention in such 
“covert” camps, stated that they had seen Iranian prisonera, mainly Revolutionary 
Guards and pilots, kept in such places. For instance, we received information to 
the effect that 51 Iranian officers were being held in Abu Ghoraib. Most POWS who 
claimed to have been at one time or another in interrogation centres or in “secret” 
camps explained that they had been kept in overcrowded cells, often with barely any 
light, sometimes for long periods of time, and frequently subjected to torture. 

114. We were aleo informed by some POWs that prior to our visits to their campB, 
some Kme, particularly those in punishment cells, had been removed by the 
author ities. We were not in a position to verify C’le above allegations. 

5. _ Allegations of torture and severe mistreatment of 
pr ieonere of war in campe 

“Mental and physical torture of the prisoners” ---. -.. 

115. In support of the above charges, the Government of the Islamic Republic of 
Iran refers, inter alia, to reports from ICRC which have mentioned credible 
instances of beatings with sticks, batons and wire cables. 
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116. The Iraqi authorities responded that the above charges made by Iran were 
totally unsubstantiated, aa we would realize when we talked with the POWs. 

117. During our visits to the POW camps in Iraq , we saw and heard much evidence of 
physical violence and ill-treatment in the campa, attributed mainly to prisc,.l 
guards but also, on occasions, to those POWs who enjoyed the confidence of the 
authorities and were said to be “authoriztd” to ust force against fellow 
pr isontrs. Shortness of time did not allow us to txamine and verify the truth of 
all such allegations, though their frequency and similarity leads us to the 
conclusion that brutality by guards in most POW camps is common. 

119. The allegations most frequently heard related to blows on the head and other 
beatings with batons, truncheons or wire cables. In almost all the camps visited 
wt mtt POWs who had had their hearing impaired, includincj several who had loat 
their htaring in one tar and even some who had btcome toizlly dtaf ae a result of 
blows on thtir head or tars. We were also told that some POWs had lost their sight 
it had had it seriously impaired as a result of beatings. We noticed scars, 
bruises, broktn teeth and other bodily marks which appeared to be consistent with 
the stories told to us by the prisoners. Other frequent forms of punishment 
mentioned to us included confinement in puniehmtnt cells for periods of up to a 
month, and individual and collective deprivation of food. 

119. Somt prisoners complained that they had been beaten or othtrwist punished ior 
talking to ICRC. 

120. POWs who had spent some time in interrogation centres stated that torture was 
frequently employed there tither as punishment, in order to extract information, or 
simply for purposes of intimidation. They spokt of being suspended upside down 
from ceilings or ventilators, of having the soles of their feet whipped or beaten, 
of tltctric shock8 administered to various parts of their bodies, including their 
genital organs, of burnings with cigarettes and, in some casts, mock executions. 
We met several POWs who alleged that they had become impotent aa a result of 
torturt and heard allegations about casts of castrations and of POWs having bottle8 
or other objects inserted into the rectum. Wt were also told of instances of 
sexual assaults, particularly in Anbar and Ramadi Camps NOB. 1 and 2. 

121. We did not, of course, have the means of verifying such allegations. Even 
taking into account the possibility of exaggeration, we were struck by the 
consistent pattern of many of the allegations. 

122. We regret not being able to enter into more specific details of sane of the 
practicts reported to us because of the need to protect our sources. 

123. We questioned the authorities in some detail about the system of disciplinary 
punishment. The rule8 to which the Government referrtd to do not stem to allow 
practices such as those described. Par instance, the maximum per iod of eoli tary 
confinement that a Camp Commander may impoee is 3 day?) a maximum of 15 days can 
only be imposed by decision of a disciplinary committee, a ctntral authority. More 
aevtre punishments can only be imposed by a military court. 
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124. we believe, however, that outside these rules, punishment both of a corporal 
character and in the form of isolation and confinement in “punishment rooms”, and 
deprivation of food and facilities take place through more inform41 procedures. 

125. We consider that any form of t.orture or physical ill-treatment of POWs should 
be absolutely forbidden and that any orders to that effect should be strictly 
en for ted . We also do not think that there is room for any kind of collective 
punishment. We further believe that the existing rules regarding solitary 
confinement should te observed in practice. 

6. Allegations of political and ideological pressure and indoctrination 

“Political and ideological pressure on p __-.- --.-_ -- r isoners of war by the leading members .- 
of terrorist qroups infiltrating the camps” -- 

126. The Iranian authorities have charged Iraq with political and ideoloqical 
intimidation of Iranian prisoners of war. Further, they have claimed that leeders 
and members of the Iranian opposition groups, such as Sheikh Ali Tehrani and 
members of Mojahedeen-E-Khalgh, were allowed to enter the camps, where they 
systematically tried to brainwash Iranian POWs and incite them to abandon their 
reliqioue beliefs and commit treason against their country. 

127. The Iraqi authorities countered the above charqes by referring to their own 
charges against Iran for carrying out such practices against Iraqi prisoners of 
war. They stated that they had had only one such case when one member (a 
clergyman) of an opposition group went to visit a POW camp at the request of some 
POWs who had seen him ori television. 

128. In the course of our visits to the camps we heard various allegations of 
attempts to influence POWs politically and ideologically. In several camps, many 
POWs complained about being forced to hear from morning to night, through the 

loudspeakers installed in every dormitory, radio programmes of a political content 
broadcast in Farsi by radio Baghdad. Other POWs told us of attempts to force them 
to give interviews critical of the Iranian leaders on radio or television, and of 
forced shouting of “anti-Khomeini” slogans. Reference was also made to the staging 
of plays of a political content critical or abusive of the Iranian leadership. We 
were also told in one or two camps of visits by Iranian opposition leaders - in one 
,cpe, shortly before our arrival - whom all POWs were forced to listen to. Those 
alimtions notwithstanding, we received the impression that such ideological 
pressure did not seem to be intense. 

129. We have noted the recent establishment of a school at the Ram4di Camp No. 2 
(better known as the “children’s camp”). The school has been given much publicity 
by the Iraqi authori,ties, with organizations ouch 48 Terre des Hommes and Dt&fence 
de8 Enfants providing equipment and some of the teaching staff. The school, which 
was formally opened on 6 Februery 1985, is named “Iranian children prisoners-of-war 
school”. 

130. We visited the school, where we were informed by the authorities that the 
choice for attendance w4s left to the “children’. The average age of the children 
in the Camp, sorre of whom had been in captivity for more than 2 years, appeared to 
be about 16 years. 

/ . . . 
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131. We were informed hy the non-Iraqi teachers that after initial opposition, an 
increasing number of the youngsters were attending school. The fact that many 
prisoners appear to stand aloof from the school tends to give credence to the 
voluntary character of this educational programme. Though we recognize that 
instruction at school could easily be abused for purposes of political 
indoctrination, particularly of young peoklle, we feel that it is too early to pass 
judgement on this experiment. 

*Investigation of the Iraqi measures to prevent the_erisoners-from per fogmrncg --_ ._ 
their religious prayers” 

132. According to the Iraqi authorities, there were no such restrictions For any 
religious group in Iraqi POW camps. The only problems arose from the wish of some 
POWs to holli collective (congregational) prayers1 that could not be allowed for 
secur i ty reasons. Participation in such prayers was limited by the authotities to 
10 POWs at a time. They added that Islam did not preecr ibe such forms of 
collective prayers. 

133. During the course of our visits to the camps, we saw a number of POWs praying 
individually. We also heard a number of them complaining that they were not 
allowed to have collective prayers. Even when the authorities had allowed groups 
of 10 to pray together in the dormitories, they were forced to stay, at least 
1 metre apart Erom each other, instead of shoulder to shoulder, as called for by 
their Shia rites. 

7. Allegations of substandard conditions in camps - 

“Unhygienic conditions and lack of necessary facilities in the cz” - ~. _ --__ --_ .-.._ 

134. The Iranian Government referred to the inadequacy of meals, Insufficient water 

supply I vitamin deficiencies causing mouth infection, and bad hygiene. It was also 
claimed that the camps were ovetcrowded, which intensified contamination and 
hygienic hazards. 

135. The Iranian Government also complained about shortages of medical facilities 
and supplies. 

136. The Iraqi authorities did not comment specifically on the above charges but 
asked us to see for ourselves the conditions in the camps. 

137. During visits to camps, material conditions, health services and related 
subjects were often discussed with representatives of the authorities, medical 
personnel and the POWs. We noted that the camps visited were all in good order 
when we arrived and showed signs of recent. cleaning and tidying, inside as well as 
outside the dormitories. 

138. Nevertheless, shortcomings c?f installations and equipment required for qood 
hygiene were evident. There were few showers, and in some camps we were told by 
the POWs that only cold water was available, and then not at all times. Thp 
latrines were in extremely bad shape) frequently their stench was appalling. 
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Further , when dormitor ice were locked, buckets placed in the dormitories were used 
as toilets. We also noticed some leaking ceilings and walls, and heard frequent 
complaints of dampness in the dormitories. In most of the dormitories, prisoners 
did not have beds, only mattresses and blankets on the floor. Overcrowding in the 
dormttor ies of some camps was evident. me dormitory visited, 15 by 5 metres in 
size, accommodated 57 to 60 POWA. 

139. A number of prisoners raised medical problems and complained about inadequate 
health services and supplies. In one camp, the POWs told us that there was no 
resident doctor. Many POWs complained about the lack of dental care and adequate 
medicines, and the absence of certain vitamins in their diet. 

140. Most health complaints appeared to be related to inadequate hygiene, as 
evidenced by the apparent prevalence of scabies, haemorrhoids and rheumatism. We 
also heard complaints of chronic and some infectious diseases as well as of mental 
disorders. 

141. Though food was sa;d to have improved in most camps before our arrival, there 
were also complaints about its poor quality and quantity. Cases of depr ivation of 
meals as group punishment have already been noted. 

“Lack of attention to the sick and the wounded, - _. __~.- - -- 
disability and amputation” 

thus endin- permanent -~- -.- 

142. The above claims were contested by the Itaqi authorities. In our contacts 

with official medical personnel in the camps the point was often made that besides 
the health facilities in each camp, efficient treatment was provided in military 
hospitals when necessary. In fact, some of the alleged transfers of prisoners from 
camps to covert places and back again were said to be cases of hospitalization. 
The invitation to the mission to visit a military hospital. could not hc acted uwn, 
as explained by us in paragraph 70 above. 

143. It was difficult for us to determine the factual basis of this particular 
lranidn concern, especially as regards those wounded in the battlefield, though 
some POWs asserted having witnessed several wounded prisoners shot. dead. We were 
told of a POW in Anbar who had died owing to lack of treatment after having 
suffered a heart attack and of prisoners who had become permanently disabl**i 4s a 
result of inadequate medical treatment. 

144. We met some of those prisoners a6 well as others who claimed that they were 
not being allowed to have a required operation for third-degree haemorrhoids. 

145. As we mentioned in connection with the previous Iranian concern,‘we witnessed 
a good deal of suffer ing among POWs, who complained of lack of medical attention of 
various kinds, of chronic diseases, of deteriorating hearing and eyesiyht and other 
ailments. 

146. Despite our inability to form a definitive opinion as to the correctness ot 
all the complaints, we believe t-hat there is considerable room for improvement 
regardinq the treatment of the sick and wounded. 
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u. Allegations of denial or withholding of mail and other 
entitlements oE prisoner6 of war in campfi. 

“Investigation of the fact that the messages of families of prisoners are ---. .- -.--.- 
wi-th$Pldby- Iraqi censorship and sometimes never reach them” 

.- 
.--_-. _. -- - .--- ..- 

147. The Iraqi authorities stated that Iranian POWs in Iraq received eight times 
more correspondence than the Iraqi POWs in Iran, who were much larger in numbers. 
They had, until recently, been allowed up to six messages per month. However , that 
had created serious administrative problems. After discussions with ICRC, it had 
been agreed to allow two messages per month, a5 called for by the Third Geneva 
Convention. In recent months, however, no messages from Iraqi POWs had arrived 
from Iran. 

148. From our inquiries, we have come to the conclusion , without passing judgement 
on the causes, that the one to eight proportion indicated by the Iraqi authorities 
seems plausible. This does not mean, of course, that irregularities, including the 
withholding of mail by the Iraqi authorities, do not exiet. We have also heard 
from some POWs that they were allowed only one letter or meseage per month1 
photogratis were not delivered. A rel.ated complaint expressed by POWs in virtually 
every camp was that they were not being allowed penci 1 and paper. Never theless, 
delays in handling messages due to censorship procedures seem to be prevalent. 

“Investigation of Iraqi refusal, in contrast to the Third Geneva Protocol-,to --- 
ail%’ Red Crescent aid packages containing 

--- 
__~.._ _.- such items ds medical spectacles _ -- .-.- _ . - 

and special medicines to reach the p r isoners” --- ---. - _. 

149. The Iraqi authorities replied that medical and other packages were welcome, 
though none had been received from Iran. They, in turn, complained that packages 
sent to Iraqi POWS had not been distributed by the Iranian author ities. 

150. Our own inquiries, however, have indicated that camp commanderr;, both in Iran 
and Iraq, have not allowed distribution OE medical supplies sent to POWs. 

“Investigation of the Iraui soldiers’ seizure of the p __._ - . - __---. ..-- .F-AI.-__-__ r ison~-~_s~;-y_ersona 1 - 
poesessione” - 

151. We feel that seizure of personal possessions of a POW hd?j been happening on 
both sides, either at the time oE capture or shortly thereafter. Given the length 
of their detention and the seriousness of some of their problems, only a few 
Iranian POWs in the camps visited made such complaints. It wan not possible for us 
to investigate in detail the concern expressed by the Government of the Islamic 
Republic of Iran. 

152. We requested the Iraqi authoritLes to explain and demonstrate their system for 
secur inq the personal possessions of I’OWs after capture and regist.ration. They 
said that when POWs were in the handA of responsible authorities, Iraqi regulations 
corresponding to the provisions of the Geneva Conventions applied. To have an 
illustration of how the rules were observed in practice, we requested in one camp 

to see the possessions kept on beha 1 f of some of the pr isoners. We found out that 
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they were kept in a safe next to the Camp Commander ‘8 off ice. A few samples of 
such belongings were brought to us and were verified by the POWs concerned during 
our visit in the camp. 

9. Allegations of the prevention of visits and certain other concerns 

153. In a letter dated 19 November 1984 from the Permanent Representative of the 
Islamic Republic of Iran to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General 
(see appendix I), the following proposals were made for consideration by LIEI to be 
carried out under the auspices of the Red Cross8 

“(a) Mutual exchange of an equal number of priSOnerSI 

(b) Preparations for the families of the prisoners to visit them: 

154. Further, we could make the following proposals in this regard to the Iraqi 
author itieer 

“(a) To allow Iraqi families to travel to Iran for the purpose of visitation, 

(b) ?ro create a eimilar posnibility for Iranian families to travel to Iraq.” 

155. The Iranian authorities have informed us that despite the negative reeponse of 
Iraq to the proposals for family visits, the Iranian authorities were allowing 
family visits to Iraqi POWa in Iran and providing all facilities for such visits. 

156. We are aware that ICRC has formulated procedures for family visit8 which have 
been submitted to the two Governments, However, there has been no follow-up on the 
matter on the part of the Governments concerned. 

157. The Irdqi authorities informed us that they were ready to allow family visits, 
once Iran had provided the full list of Iraqi POWs held in Iran. They could not 
accept the Iranian practice of announcing the names of Iraqi POWs through the 
media, t practice that they considered to be in violation of the Geneva 
Convent ions. The visits, once the Iraqi demands had been met, could take place 
through a third country or, preferably, through direct border crossing, which would 
require a mutually agreed temporary cease-fire. 

158. The authorities in both countries expressed their readiness to exchange POWS. 
The authoritiee in Iraq, however , stated that the exchange should be on a 
proportional basis, as Iran held about five times as many Iraqi POWs as there were 
Iranian POWs in Iraq. They added, however, that they were prepared to be flexible 
concerning the proportionality. 

III. VISIT TO IRAN 

A. Programme of work and itinerary of the mission 

159. Upon our arrival in Teheran on the morning of 18 January 1985, we decided upon 
our programme of work after considering a number of proposals submitted to us by 
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the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Islamic Republic of Iran. The programme was 
subsequently communicated to the Iranian authorities who provided us with all the 
technical arrangements and linguistic facilities required for its implementation. 
In deciding our itinerary , we had to balance out the desirability of visiting as 
many POW camps as possible, in addition to Gorgan, against the limitations imposed 
by the distance of some of the camps from Teheran and by the limited length of our 
stay. 

160. We were received by H.E. Mr. Ali Akbar Velayati, Minister for Foreign Affairs 
of the Islamic Republic of Iran. We also held conversations, at the start and 
at the conclusion of our visit, with a team of Pranian Government officials, which 
was headed by Mr. D. J. Mahallatt, Director-General for International Affairsp 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and included H.E. Dr. Said Rajaie-Khorassani, 
Permanent Representative of the Islamic Republic of Iran to the United Nations, 
Mr. S. Nasseri, head of the Department of International Organizations, Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, Mr. A. Akhondi, Adviser to the Minister of Interior, and 
Mr . H. Hosseini, deputy head, Department of International Organizations. 

161. We also held discussions with Colonel Mokri, Commander of the Military Centre 
in Teheran, with overall responsibility for POW camps throughout the Islamic 
Republic of Iran, as well as with the commanders of every POW camp visited. We 
also met with the Secretary and other leading members of the Commission for the 
Protection of Iranian Prisoners of War. 

162. During our stay in the Islamic: Republic of Iran , we visited eight POW camps: 
Gorgan Camp! Sari and Semnan, situated between Gorgan and Teheran) and five other 
camps situated in Teheran and its surrounding area, namely Davoudieh, Mehrabad, 
Heshmatieh, Takhti and Parandak. A planned visit by helicopter to Arak POW camp, 
situated some 200 km south-west of Teheran, had to be cancelled owing to weather 
conditions. The combined wF3 population held in the campa visited was 30,894. The 
list of POW camps in Iran together with their population as provided by the Iranian 
author ities, as well as a description of the eight POW camps visited appears in 
appendix VI to this report. The chronology of our activities in the Islamic 
Republic of Iran is set out in appendix VII. 

8. General information and policies of t.he Islamic Republic of Iran -- 
cancer n ing p rieoners of war 

163. In the course of the preliminary meetings, the Iranian authorities conveyed to 
us the following observations and comments, as well as their general policies on 
the matter of prisoners of war. 

164. Concerning the situation of Iranian POWs in Iraq, the information received by 
the Iranian Government suggested that their situation was extremely precarious. As 
the mission would undoubtedly note, that was in clear contrast to the treatment of 
POWS in Iran which was a humane one, based on the dictates of the Koran and in 
accordance with the guidelines laid down by Imam Khomeini himself, who wished all 
POWS to be treated as guests. 
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165. It was unfortunate, they stated, that the issue of POWs should have become a 

practical tool in the hands of Iraq and its supporters. Recently ICRC had also 
fallen into that trap. A clear example was the problem of Iranian POWs under 
18 years of age captured by Iraq. The Islamic Republic of Iran, which also held a 
large number of POWs falling within that age group, had proposed the release 
through ICRC of all POWs under 18 held by both sides. ICRC, however, had not 
assisted in the implementation of that proposal but had used it as part of its 
propaganda against Iran. Two weeks before the mission's arrival, the Government of 
Iraq had announced its intention to build two schools for Iranian child prisoners, 
and two Swiss organizations had volunteered assistance for that undertaking. The 
Iranian Government had called the attention of the Swiss Government to that matter. 

166. The incident in Gorgan was similar to incidents that had also occurred in 
Mosul and other POW camps in Iraq. ICRC knew about them but, whereas it had chosen 
to publicize the Gorgan incident, it had remained silent about Mosul. 

167. The Islamic Republic of Iran was used to being subjected to outside 
pressures. Iraq had started the war in an attempt to prevent the Islamic Republic 
of Iran from pursuing the policies it had set out to achieve. The Iranian 
Government was ready to consider any proposals within an international framework 
but beyond the glare of publicity. It would therefore not accept such a renowned 
organization as ICRC if it was to be used as an instrument of publicity and 
pressure. The Islamic Republic of Iran was satisfied with the way the United 
Rations had handled its two inquiries into civilian areas subjected to military 
attack and into the use of chemical weapons. The Government trusted that in 
carrying out its work, the mission would not be influenced by the political 
propaganda surrounding the POW issue. 

168. Concerning areas for negotiation with Iraq, the Iranian Government pointed out 
that, several years previously, when Iran held far fewer POWs than at present, it 
had proposed a mutual exchange of prisoners but had received no reply from the 
Iraqi Government. It was still ready to exchange POWS in equal numbers, or in 
numbers acceptable to Iraq. There was also the problem of Iranian civilians - for 
example, medical doctors - held by Iraq as POWs in contravention of the Geneva 
Conventions. That was another area for negotiation with Iraq, even though the 
Iidnian Government doubted Iraq's willingness to reach an agreement. The Islamic 
Republic of Iran, moreover, was willing to arrange for an exchange of child 
prisoners in any numbers to which Iraq might agree. Several years previously, the 
Iranian Government had put forward a suggestion for the exchange of visits by POW 
families. Some steps taken by the Government of Iraq had prevented such a proposal 
from becoming a reality. The proposal was still on the table, and Iran was willing 
to allow visits by Iraqi families of POWs, irrespective of reciprocity. 

169. We were also informed that Iran had been willing for some time to release 
unilaterally large numbers of invalid Iraqi POWS. 'PO date one group of 72 such 
POWs had been repatriated, and another group of 26 would follow. There had been 
some delays in that regard, owing to the strained relations with ICRC. 

170. The Islamic Republic of Iran was seriously considering the possibility of 
asking one or more neutral countries , or an international organization, to act as a 
protecting Power. klternatively, the Iranian Government would be willing to use 
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the good offices of a third country or of an international organization, without 
either taking up the role of protecting Power, for the purpose of aeaist ing in an 
exchange of pr isoners. 

171. In reply to a queation, we were told that the Iranian Government felt that 
those POWs held for the longest period should be released firat. There were 
between some 6,000 and 7,000 Iraqis who had been held in capt.ivi ty for more than 
four years. 

172. Turning to the policies and administrative practices Eollowed by t.he Iranian 
Government towards Iraqi POWs, WC were informed that: 

(a) The total number of POW8 in Iran was more than 46,000 spread over 
16 camps. Most POWs had been captured near Khorramshahr) 

(b) The camps were located in areas where the climate was best, Ear Prom the 
battlefront. Most of them had previously been Iranian army quarters1 

(cl All camps had tap water in abundance and had heating and cooling 
facilities1 some were air-conditioned) 

(d) hrery camp had the required sanitary facilities: showers, lavatories and 
water basins. POWs were required to ehower at least once a week. Although there 
were some mechanized laundry facilities, most POW8 washed their clothe5 by hand, 
for which t.hey were given laundry soap, 

(e) All camps had doctors and medical facilities to cope with mild medical 
case5. Emergency and intensive care was available in military hoepitale. Ther c 
was an average of one doctor and three medical aastetante per 1,000 POWs. That 
compared favourably with the rest of t.he country , where the ratio waa one doctor 
per iO,OOO inhabitants. Use was made in the camps of captured Iraqi medical 
personnel 1 

(f) Prisoners wounded on the front were immediately moved to hospitals in 
Teheran. It wa8 the policy of the Iranian Government, in keeping with Iolamic 
pr ecepts, to seek to repatriate, via a third country, thoee POWs with chronic or 
incurable d iseaoea. 1f there were any hindrances to that effort, they were due to 
bureaucratic delaye, not least on the part of ICRC, which had resulted, for 
instance, in the death of two POW5 before they could be repatriated, 

(g) The sleeping facilities in the camps were identical to t.hooe provlded for 
Iranian soldiers. Beds, matresses, pillowo, blanketa, towels and tooth-brushes 
were provided for every prisoner7 

(tl) Fifteen items of clothing were supplied to each POW. Every mix monthd 
they received a new cap, every four, new underwear) every month, four hart. of eoap) 
every SIX months, new bath and hand towels, a toot.h-brush and a pair of slippers) 
every month, one pair of socks) every year, a new bedspread and every ot.her year, 
two new blankets. Prisoner5 also received a new woolen coat and trouocrs every 
year t 
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(1) The too provided to POWS was the same as that provided to the Iranian 
army. Since the buntry was at war, army rations contair,ed 3,500 to 4,000 calorres 
per day. The same appl led to POWs. Frequently, camp authorities consulted POWs 
about their diet. One consequence had been, for Instance, that the amount of rice 
had been reduced and that of meat Increased. mrce a week POWS ate chrcken. Meat 
was always provided with their main meals. Butter alrd preserves, and sometimes 
eqqs were served with breakfast. Three days a week, the author ities endeavoured to 
qlve prisoners truit or compote; 

(I) Every POW, 1r respective of rank, received the equivalent of 
20 Swiss trancs a month. Of this, SwF 10 was paid to them In coupons, which they 
could use as money in the camp canteen or store, where qoods were avarlable at cost 
value. The other SwF 10 waS paid in the form of ciqarettes, at the rate ot seven 
per day. POWs were not paid in cash, since that would facilitate the task ot those 
seeklnq to escape. In addition, every POW was qiven a dally allowance ot 
20 r lals 4/ to purchase sweets (93 rials equals approximately $US 1) . At the 

heqlnnlnq-ot the war, soldiers received SwF 8, NCOs SwF 12 and off leers SwF 16. It 
was decided later that It would be more equitable to increase the pay Ot everybody 
to SWF 20. Thus, Iran was qoinq beyond what was required under the Geneva 
Convent Ion. Sometimes prisonera received their pay for two or three months In one 
lump sumI 

(k) Concerninq amenities, all camps had colour televlslon and radio sets. 

POWs were tree to switch on any pcoqrammes that they wished. ,Journals and 
maqazlnes In Arablo and, sometimes, in Enqlish were available; 

(1) Physical exercise in the mcrnrnq was compulsory. Games were not, 
althouyh football, baseball and table tennis were popular. Each POW camp had Its 
own teams which competed aqalllst each other. The wrnnlnq team then played aqalnst 

an Iranian team. The authorltles had recently decided to allow the winninq team to 
play abroad in 19851 

(ml Every tacillty tar religious worship was provided. Some POWs !-ad even 

been taken to the Holy City ot Qum. The needs of Chrlstrans and any other 
rellqluus mlnorltles were also taken care of, particularly at Chr lstmas and some 
other major Christian rellqlous holidays1 

in) Reqardinq mail, we were told that POWS were free to correspond with 
anybody anywhere, lncludinq, ot course, their families. Pen and pencils as well as 
Paper were provided. Correspondence was handled throuqh ICRC or throuqh a third 
country. Letters sent to countries other than Iraq received prompt replies. 
Replies from Iraq were slow, suqqestinq that the Iraqi Government was holdlnq up 
mail or that the farnIl,-s did not receive t.he letters sent to them by POWs. Proof 
ot that was the fact that, In several instances, prisoners received “phony” letters 
wr Itten, tar instance by the *w:fe” of a prisoner who was unmarr led or COntalnln9 

lnfurmatlon about the health of a relative who was lonq dead. Letters from POWs 
atter belnq censored, a process that usually took between one and two weeks, were 
handed tr) ICRC, unless they went via a Cird countryt 

41 Ninety-three rials equals approximately $US 1 at the prevalllnq otflclal 
rate of oxchanqe. 
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(0) The Iranian Government was willinq to facilitate meetings of POWs with 
ttrc>Lc families. Third countries had ':een notified that any families of POWs were 
welcome in Iran. To facilitate matters and to avoid possible reprisals by the 
Government of Iraq, the Iranian authorities did not stamp the passports of those 
comlnq to visit their relatives in the camps. Their entry visa was put on a 
separate slip Of paper. Facilities were provided for POWs to meet their wives in 
total privacy. In some camps, we were informed that POWs had appeared on 
television requestinq their families to come and visit thems 

(P) virtually all camps had a cultural committee. One of its mair tasks was 
to provide literacy classes for those POWs who did not know how to read and write. 
It was calculated that 50 per cent of Iraqi WWs were illiterate at the time of 
their capture. As a result of that effort, between some 6,000 and 8,0~0 POWS had 
learnt how to read and write. A total of 285 literacy classes were held in the 
camps, employing a total of 581 teachers, most of whom were POWs themselves. In 
most classes, a commentary of the Koran was provided. Geography and history were 
also tauqht. In addition, a total of 260 plays had been performed in the camps by 
the prisoners themselves and more than 500 POW songs had been taped and 
distributed. Every prison had a library. All that was in keeping with the 
quldelines set out by the Imam , who wanted POWs to return one day to their country 
and become useful elements of their SOCietyi 

(¶I In every camp there was a workshop where POWs could acquire practical 
skills and carry out useful work, ranging from art and handicrafts to small-scale 
manufacturing activities. Those who worked received additional money; 

(r) All concerns of the POWs were handled by tlie camp representative and a 
council of eight, all of them POWs elected by the prisoners. Each dormitory and 
section had its own elected representatives. Representatives were subject to 
approval by the camp authorities. In those camps which contained officers as well 
as soldiers, officers sometimes but not always acted as POW representatives; 

(5) No Iraqi civilians, with the exception of families, were allowed inside 
the camps; 

(t) Most breaches of discipline were handled by the camp commanders who could 
impose a period of solitary confinement for a period not exceeding 10 days. 
Serious crimes were brought before a court , although the sentence was suspended 
until the conclusion of the war. Corporal punishment could be imposed only by a 
COUKt, in accordance with Islamic law. The camp authorities, let alone other 
prisoners, were not allowed to administer corporal punishment. 

173. Our findings and observations regarding the concerns expressed by the 
Government of Iraq as well as the policies of the Government of the Islamic 
Republic of Iran concerning the prisoners of war held in that country are contained 
in the following section of the @resent report. 
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C. Examination of the concerns expressed by the Government of the 
Republic of Iraq 

1. Allegations regarding the killing of POWs in the camps 

“The harsh treatment of Iraqi prisoners - their torture, murder, the 
amputation of the limbs of some of them and the taking of blood from them” 51 

174. Complementary to these Iraqi concerns, the Iraqi authorities have claimed that 

such inhumane treatment has repeatedly led to revolt among Iraqi POWs in the camps 
at Corgan, Sari, Parandak, Semnan and Mashad, resulting in large-scale killings and 
wounding of prisoners by the Iranian guards. 

175. The above charges were categorically and in toto rejected by the Iranian 
authorities, who declared them to be nothing but propaganda. The claim that blood 
was taken from Iraqis was declared to be without foundation even if blood was 
needed for their compatriots, it would not be drawn from the POWs but supplied by 
the national blood banks. With regard to the incidents claimed by Iraq to have 
occurred in various camps, they were either denied altogether or attributed to 
quite different causes. 

176. We were not in a position to establish the factual basis of the Iraqi concerns 
regarding wilful killing, unnecessary amputations in connection with medical 
treatment or the taking of blood from Iraqi POWs to be used for Iranian soldiers. 

During the course of our visits to POW camps, however, we heard many complaints of 
physical and mental ill-treatment of a general nature, including whipping and 
beating with wire cables, sticks and iron pipes, and kicking, especially of wounded 
parts of the body. Such treatment was usually inflicted by prison guards, but, on 
occasion, by fellow POWS opposed to the Iraqi Government. We also heard reports of 

long-term confinement, sometimes solitary, sometimes in small and overcrowded 
cells; of being locked into containers with no room for movement, of the pulling of 
nails etc. Collective punishment measures, such as deprivation or reduction of 
food for periods up to 30 days were also reported. 

177. Although it was not possible for us to determine the accuracy of individual 
accounts , their prevalence and similarity , substantiated by numerous POWs, led us 
to conclude that undoubtedly such practices had been carried out. Maltreatment, or 
even rumours about it, might well lead to revolts it is therefore quite likely that 
it is partly accountable for some of the violent incidents which have repeatedly 
occurred in some of the camps. Apart from the incident in Gorgan Camp, which has 

been described in detail in the preceding section of the present report, during our 
visits to the camps we also heard from several sources of the following incidents: 

(a) In the Kaladous section of Parandak Camp, on 5 February 1983, 13 POWs had 
been killed, and more than 100 seriously wounded; and in Fallahi section, on 
23 August 1984, 1 POW had been killed, and dozens seriously wounded; 

LJ The full list of the points of special concern of the Government of the 
Republic of Iraq is reproduced in appendix II to this report. 
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(b) At Sari Camp, on 5 January 1983, 1 POW had been killed and 7 wounded; 

(Cl AC Semnan Camp, on 2 January 1983, 3 POWs had been killed, and 
15 seriously wounded: 

id) At Takhti Camp, in early August 1984, 4 POWs had been killed. 

178. We also heard of an incident at Ghouchan Camp , on 13 February 1983, during 
which about 50 POWS had been killed and scores seriously wounded, and another at 
Mehrabad Camp (no date provided), where no less than 10 POWs died. An incident at 
Maehad Camp was also mentioned without details. 

179. In connection with the above incidents, the POWs at the various camps visited 
gave us full or partial lists of the names of POWs killed or injured, with their 
ICRC registration numbers as well as registration cards. Most of the POWs told US 
that the cause of the incidents involved the ideological differences between 
"believers" and "1OyaliStS" and the resistance of the latter to having the 
"believers" with them in the same dormitories or sections. The authorities 
admitted to the incidents at Parandak, Sari and Takhti. They stated that the 
incidents stemmed from quarrels between opposing POW factions and attempts to 
escape. We were not in a position to verify the other incidents, but we do 
conclude, based on the well-corroborated xnformation provided to us, that the 
incidents at Semnan on 2 January and at Parandak on 5 February 1983 did, indeed, 
take place. 

“The rendering of death sentences or sentences of imprisonment aqainst 
certain Iraqi prisoners without informing the International Committee 
of the Red Cross of the legal proceedings taken in the investigation 
and the trial" 

180. In respect of the above concern, the Iraqi authorities provided us with copies 
of three death sentences and three sentences of imprisonment imposed by the Iranian 
military courts in 1983 which had not been reported to ICRC. 

181. The Iranian authorities maintained that in conformity with the Geneva 
Convention of 1949, the host State holds the right to try and punish delinquent 
~0~s in accordance with its military regulations. They stated that the three POWs 
with sentences of imprisonment had been interviewed in 1984 by ICRC and that we 
could meet with the three if we wished to do so. 

182. During the course of our visits to the various camps we heard a number of 
complaints about sentences imposed by Islamic courts and the sentencing to death of 
pilots for havinq carried out air raids on civilian areas. However, we were not in 
a position to ascertain the factual basis for such claims. 

183. de should like, however, to draw attention to articles 104 and 107 of the 
Third Geneva Convention, according to which the detaining Power has the duty to 
inform the protecting Power (or its substitute) at Least three weeks before the 

opening of a trial and any judgement and sentence upon POWs should be immediately 
reported. 
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2. Alleqatrons of the killrng of POWs On Or after capture 

“Mass murder of Iraqi prisoners, whether on capture or subsequently” 

184. Iraq has accused Iran of committing mass murder of Iraqi prisoners, on capture 
Or arcer capture. In order to substantiate that charqe, the Iraqi authorities qave 

us photoqraphs of dead soldiers, with their hands and legs tied, who were said to 
be Iraqi POWS murdered upon capture in Bostan. They also referred to a magazine 
article in which it was alleged that the civilian population in Iran was admitted 
to POW camps and incited to take revenge Ear the suffecinqs that they had endured 

under Iraqi enemy actions. Further, the Iraqi authorities charqed that mass 
executions of Iraqi POWs had taken place on various oocasions in different pl.ces, 
the mOst prominent of which was the shootinq of 1,500 POWs in the Al-Khatajiah area 
on 29 November 1981. They told us that similar instances had oocurred after the 

fighting in Ahadan on 27 September 1981 (150 POWs executed) and at Zwarko Camp, 
east of the Basca sector, where 50 POWs were said to have been executed on 

15 March 1984 and buried at Shah Abayyld Cemetery. 

185. All the above charges were categorically refuted by the Iranian authorities. 
The explanation given with respect to the deeds of Al-Khafajiah was that the bodies 
had been left behind by the Iraqis aftec a battle which resulted in the liberation 
of Bostan. The 1,500 abandoned bodies had been gathered and buried in Bostan. As 
to Zwacko, the Iranians denied that any such camp existed. They maintained that 

the allegations concerning the POWs captured during the Abadan battles and the 
slauqhtering of POWs by the civilian population were without foundation. The 
photographs that had been given us were denounced as fakes. 

186. On the basis of the material available to us , we were unable to confirm the 

chacqe of mass murder of Iraqi POWs upon or after capture. It should be noted, 
however, that similar chacqea of such incidents were made by some Iraqi POWs in the 
various camps that we visited, particularly in respect of the battles in Abadan, 
Bostan and Shush. They also gave us some of the names of those claimed to have 
been killed after capture. Bearing in mind the vicious and emotional nature of the 
war, we cannot exclude the possibility that large numbers of Iraqi soldiers could 
have been killed on the battlefields upon surrender. 

187. As we observed under a similar concern expressed by Iran, nothing we heard 
would, in out view, contradict what was stated on this matter in the ICBC 
memorandum of 7 May 1983 (see paca. 76 above). 

188. Concerning the charge that w#s were killed by civilians, we were not in a 
position to investigate it, but no such incidents were mentioned by the Iraqi POWS 
visited by US. 

3. Allegations regacdinq persons unlisted or ‘disappeared* 

“The fact that Iran has not provided the Iraqi authorities with the names 
of Iraqis missing on the battlefront” 

189. The Iranian authorities stated that each country was itself responsible for 
the gathering of information on their missing persons. That was why the Islamic 
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Republic Ot Iran had first presented a list ot about 10,000 and, lately, ot about 
20,000 mlssinq persons. 

190. The Iranlan authoritlee further Informed us that forwardinq the names ot all 
Iraqi missinq persons was impossible becauser 

(a) Iraq1 soldiers did not possess metal identity tags, a matter that had 
been referred to Iraq through ICRC) 

(b) There were many instances of escape, where Iraqi eoldlers had taken 
refuqe In other countciest 

(cl Those Iraqi corpses without metal identity tags or any other 
~&ntlficatiOnS had been buried In accordance with Islamic norms1 

(d) In some instances, because ot circumstances, rncludrnq heavy bombardment, 
bodies had remained unattended and, owlnq to the lapse ot time, had become 
unrecoqnlzable. 

191. We should like to draw the attention of the parties to the contlict to the 
tact that they are obliged to record and provide to the pcotectinq Power and to the 
central prisoner-of-war aqency all data on each wounded, sick or dead person of the 
adversary fall.in¶ into their har,ds as well as the identity and state ot health of 
captured personnel, with death certificates of those who have died atter capture. 

192. From Our analysis Of the documentation and the testimonies heard, it appears 
to us that for a variety ot reasons, some ot the bodies ot persons who had died on 
the battlefront could not be r%cCXInized and, as a consequence, had been buried as 
unldentif led or unknown. However, the failure to submit the required reports in 
other instances may havs been counter-intelliqence measures deeiqned to mislead the 
enemy. 

193. The reasons qlven by Iran cIre plausible but not satisfactory. We belleve that 
because many of the Iraqi POWs have not hsen reported by Iran to XCRC or any other 
aqency, have not been vialted, reqistered or provided with Ldentrty cards and have 
not been report4 to the Iraqi Government, they may constitute a conslderable 
proportion of the persons coneldered to be missing, 

“The tact that Iran has not handed over to the mission of the International -- 
Committee of the Red Cross in Iran-the names ot a large number of Iraq1 .-----__--_p~p 
prisoners (close to 15,000) and, inparticular, 

.- 
- those ot hlqh-rankrngdtt lcer6” 

194. In connection with the above concern, the Iraqi authorities provided us with a 
partial listinq of Iraqi Pow otflcers (1,569) not visited by ICRC who are 
un.xcounted tor. They also qave us a list of 79 Iraq1 off leers reported by Iran as 
havlnq been captured and a list of 64 names ot PWe based on lntormation broadcast 
by Abadan cadlo. 

145. ‘rtre Iranian authoritiee stated that they tried to submit the lists of captured 
ws to ICHC as soon as possible, dependinq on, inter alla, where the capture took 
place, the distance, the time the captlvee have been held in detentlon camps. 
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196. Further, they informed us that except for some 200 recently captured POWs, all 
Iraqi POWs had been registered by ICRC. They were all accessible and available to 

ICRC, which could see them. They were all allowed to write to their families about 
their well-being on the first available occasion and had also been able to convey 
messages to their families throuqh the Iranian mass media (television, radio and 
newspapers). The Iranian authorities maintained that time did not permit them to 
investigate the lists provided by the Iraqi authoritiee before our departure, 
thouqh they had noticed a number of inconsistencies. They also claimed that ICRC 
had often delayed its visits to the camps and the proce8sing of identity cares 
after registration. 

197. Further, the Iranian authorities stated that very often high-ranking Iraqi 
ofEicers had concealed their rank and identity. They also pointed out that many of 
those claimed by Iraq to be among the missing might have died in action. They 
assured us that they would investigate the list that we gave them and report to US 
thereon promptly. 

198. We have noted a number of inconsistencies with regard to the above information, 

For example, according to the Iranian authorities , the total number of Iraqi POWs 
is 46,262, but 45,207 nave been registered by ICRC. Moreover, based on our own 
inquiries, we believe that there are serious delays in providing the required 
information on POWs to XCRC, which has not been allowed to visit the camps on a 
regular basis. In fact, ICRC has not been able to visit all the camps, partly 
because of the existing difficulties between the orqanization and the Iranian 
authorities. 

199. It should be pointed out that the suspension of ICRC activities after the 
incident at Gorgan in Octobex 1984 was not the first. Delay in the registration, 
or the non-registration, of PDWS after capture was verified in the course of our 
‘.isits to the camps. Some KlWs had not been registered since their capture at the 
beginning of 1982, and others had received their registration cards only recently, 

despite having been captured a lonq time ago. Some FQWS told us that they had not 
been registered by ICRC during its visit to their camp because just prior to the 
arrival of ICRC, they were either “hidden” OK transferred to another camp and then 
returned to their camp immediately after the departure of ICRC. That charge was 
repeated often in the various camps. In one instance, we were told that more than 
140 officers had been transferred prior to our arrival. It was also alleged that 
some WWs, particularly officers, were often transferred and that no one could 
ascertain their status thereafter. 

200. We have also noted that not many officers were included in the figures 
provided by the Iranian authorities on the various Camps , at least on those that 
we visited. Very few of them were of the rank of Colonel or Lt. Colonel, and only 
8 were pilots. We were not provided with an actual breakdown by rank. 

201. Though the official Iranian figure for Iraqi POWs stands at 46, 262, there 
have been reports estimating their number to be between 50,000 and 53,000. We were 
not in a position to establish an accurate figure or to verify the Iraqi 
Government’s claim that there are close to 15,000 POWs whose names have not been 
reported to ICRC (see observations in paras. 203-211 below). 
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“The presence of a number of Iraqi prisoners in Evin Prison under Iranian 
name0” 

--- - -- 
__I- 

202. Ae will be aeen in paragraph 207 below, the Iranian authorities informed us 
that the Evin Prison wal reserved for Iranian prisoners and that there were no 
Iraqi PClWs interned in that prison. We were not in a position to ascertain whether 
there were, in fact, any Iraqi POWS interned in Evin Prison. 

4. Allegations ot the erietence of “secret’ camps 

“Tkfact that there are unpublicized prison camps which the mission of 
the International Committoe of the Red CrG in Iran ie unable to visit, 
although the Iraqi Government knowe of the existence of some of them” ---- _ -7-e- 

203. In connection with the above concern, the Iraqi authorities in Baghdad 
provided UB with listat 

(a) A list of 9 POW camps and 2 hospitals in Iran visited by ICRC in 19841 

(b) A list of 7 PCW camps not visited by ICRC but whose existence, they 
told ue, had been confirmed by the Iranian authoritiesr 

(c) A list of 15 undisclosed PC44 camps in Iran. 

204. We submitted the three lists to the Iranian authorities, whose c-ants are 
ret lected below. 

205. In turn, the Iranian authorities gave us their list of POW camps in Iran. 
They informed us that the name of the camp8 visited by ICRC on the Iraqi list were 
erroneous and that thaw on their list were correct. They aleo pointed out that 
the reports of the Red Croaa reyardinq those camp8 had been publiehed. They 
explained that the reaaon why ICRC had not visited the other 7 camp8 was that it 
had decided to rurpend itr aCtiVitieS. The liet of Pow camps, with the number of 
Iraqi POW6 in each, a8 provided by the Iranian authorities, is reproduced in 
appendix VI. 

206. With regard to the Iraqi claim concerninq the “secret. camps, the Iranian 
authorities emphatically denied the existence of such campa and replied in writing 
as follows t 

. (a) Definitely, there exists no CMI~ in the name of ‘Walli-al-Asear’ 
in Irant 

” (b) The camp ‘Torbat Jam ’ has been previously mentioned in the Iraqi 
list as an official camp of the Islamic Republic of Iran. But now it is 
relisted as an unofficial campr 

* (cl The city of Dezf ul has one air base, where only the air base 
personnel and their families live, and nc, Pow camp exists in that cityi 

“id) There is no camp in Qazween whatsoever1 
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“(e) Mashad has only one camp which has been previously mentioned In the 
list of official camper 

” (f 1 In Mashad there 18 def lnitely no reqion or camp with the name 
of ‘Qali’t 

“(9) In Mashed there is no camp called ‘zwacko*~ 

“(h) The prrson of Evin is especially for Internal (IranIan) prlsonerst 
there are no POWs in that camp) 

“(i) Farahabad 1s the previous name of Takhti, which haS been mentloned 
as an official camps 

“(j) Sanq Bast is not a camp but is a place where addrcts are kept1 

*(k)-(l) In general, all camps named Tarlq-al-Quds (whrch starts 
from (1) and ends in (16). In the Islamic Republic of Iran no camp bears 
the name of Tariq-al-Quds (20 and 21) I 

“(ml Mehrabad is mentioned in the official list ot camps and has been 
constantly visited1 

“(n) In Berjand there is no POW camp) 

” (0) Shameranat ie located in North of Teheran and has no Pow camp.” 

207. The Iranlan authorities further informed u5 that ot the 4O POW ottlcere 
alleged by Iraq to be held in Evin Prlson, only 7 had been located ln various Pow 
camps and that there were no POWs in Evin Prison. The 7 were In camptl vleited by 

ICRC. They indicated that a major ditficulty in identlfyinq the pervons claimed to 
be imprisoned was the fact that the full names of the said prisoners of war were 
not provided by the Iraqi authorities. Very often, too, the POWS did not provide 
full information on their actual rank or names. The Iranlan authorltles asked u5 

to extend our Stay in Iran for one day, in order to lnvestlqate the Iraq1 Claim 
reqardinq “secret” camps. Given the maqnitude and the practical difticultles that 
such an investlqation might entail, we felt unable to accept to their otter. 

208. We believe that sane of the confusion reqardinq establlshed and contirmed POW 
camps miqht be the result of linguistic differences. Moreover, some ot the places 
mentioned by the Iraqi authorities could have been used as centres tar the 
collection and/or transit of newly captured POWs to various camps. me Iranlan 
authorities have conflrmed that sane camps had been evacuattc?, such as the Anzall 
Camp in 1984 when the POWs were transferred to the Kahrizak Camp. The Gezel Heesar 
Camp had also beell evacuated. We heard from a number of POWS at various camps of 
the existence of camps such a5 Al Ahwaz, Qasr-Firouzieh and Bandar-Anza 1 i. 
Sanq Baet was mentioned on several occaeione as an underqround camp with more than 
2,000 POWs with the majority unregistered by ICRC. However, we were not ln a 
poSItion to confirm or deny the existence of such camps. 
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209. Numeroue testimonies have been analysed and coincide In retlectlny the 

existence of small detention camps and punlshrnent areas near the exlstlny ott LC~CII 
camps and ot certain normal cells that exist in the mllltlrry installdtluns 
eurroundlnq some of the camps which are possibly used tar POWs. For example, tht! 
authorities admitted tihat fJane punished lraql Christian PUWs tram Paranddk Cdmp 
were kept in the military police headquarters (Deshwan) In Teheran althouyh w hc10 
trufflcient information confirmlnq the existence of Indlvrdual dlscipllnary cells 111 
several Pow camps. 

210. We were intormed by many POWs that special places used as cells or punishment 
art&as were changed or redecorated betore our arrival. 

211. There 18 a substantial number of hospitals where rll and wounded POWs <ire 
convaleociny or under treatment, none ot which did we visit tor lack of time) aomt~ 
of them had been previously vialted by ICRC but not recently. 

5. Allegations of torture and Mltreatment ot prisoners of war -- 

“Harsh treatment ot Iraqi prisoners, their torture, murder, the a%utdtlCJIl -- --- 
of limbs of some of them and the taklny of blood from them” -- ---- 

212. The tlndinys and observations of the mission reyardlnq this concern are 
contained 111 paragraphs 174-179 above. 

‘Yilloryrnq ot Iraqi prisoners in the streets ot Iranian c-ities while bou11(1 .-. -- -. -- -----_ 
wl.th chains 

..~ -.~ I_-- --.- -_ --~--__ -.--- -mF-.---_ 

213. The Iranian authorities stated that the Iraq1 claims were “totally talse and 
wlthout toundation”. Referrlnq to the tact that Iraqi prisoners appear reqular’y 
in Friday prayer sessions on television, the Iranian Government has stated that 
thle was on their own request to be allowed to join religious ceremonies and vlnlt 
sacred places. 

214. Althouqh we did hear reports on the pilloryinq ot Iraq1 prisoners ln the 
streets ot Iranian cities, we were not in a positIon to establish the tactuJ1 :)d!ll!i 
either of the Iraqi claims or ot the Iranian response. 

6. Allegations ol political and ideological 
pressure and lndoctr ination 

“The pldcinq of civilian supporters ot the Iranian rkl-me t-ether with Iraq1 
pr’ieon&rs torqolltical 

---- ___---. 
- _-.- _ -. .-__--._- p , ideological and ropaqandistic purposes which are __-- - 

lnternatlonally prohibited’ __-.- 

“The tact that political elements, under cover ____ ____ --. -- ~.-.__-- --_._ -__. __ _ .__ _ ___ ---?--.A:: 
camps in order to undertake political activities hostile to II 
intention of-inmuenciny the morale ot Iraqi pr iso . . ~--.. _~ .-..- ______.__ _ 
coercive means, 
tran” 

in political movements subservient to the Islamic _. _- _ _. -.--. 

of relraion. visit the prisorl I_ -... -- _ _-. 
raq and with the ..~ -._.. 

ini them, by .._ ._ 
RepubliC ot 
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215. Iraq made the accusation that the Iranian authorities regularly practised 
brain-washinq and political indoctrination on Iraqi POWs. According to these 
allegations, civilians, in particular members Of Iraqi opposition groups, who have 
fled to the Islamic Republic of Iran, are admitted to POW camps. They would be 
allowed to m'ake propaganda for their own political aims and try to win over Iraqi 
POWs and Incite hatred against the Iraqi Government. This would normally CCCUK 

under cover oE religious practices. Pressure would also be exerted on Ezows to read 
books of certain political, religious or ideological bent. Those converted would 
be trained to return to Iraq and orqanize a rebellion there. They would also be 
induced to fight in the Iranian army against their own country. Evidence was 
submitted in the form of a military report on a ceremony where a great number Of 
"Iraqi POWs promised allegiance to Ayatullah Khomeini", agreed to join the Islamic 
Da'wa party and engaged themselves to free Iraq from its present Government. 
Individual oaths were said to have been taken in the presence of 
Hojatolislam Mohammad Baqir Al-Rakim from Nejev. 

216. The (;overnment of Iraq has also accused the Iranian authorit&es of forcing the 
Iraqi Christian POWs to perform the Islamic rituals (prayers and fasting) and not 
allowing them to practise their religion. 

217. The Iranran authorities rejected the above accusations as totally baseless and 
false. The performance of religious duties could certainly not be called 
"brain-washing". Religious services and preachings served the religious and 
psycholoqical needs of POWs. They were allowed in response to the prisoners' Own 
wishes. Apart from Hojatolislam Al-Hakim, who was reccqnized as a religious leader 
by most of the Moslems of Iraq , no Iraqi opposition leader had ever been admitted 
to the camps, it was said. As to the alleged coercion to read books with certain 
contents, it was said that the camp libraries corresponded to Iranian public 
libraries. In any case, people could not be forced to read. The Islamic Republic 
of Iran also denied training POWs with the aim of instigating a rebellion in Iraq, 
but it felt unable to suppress the Iraqi people's own opposition to the Baathist 
r&gime. In no case would Iraqi POWs be allowed to fight against Iraq, even if they 
wished to do so. A number of reasons were given as proof that the military report 
produced by Iraq as evidence was forgery. Further@ the Iranian authorities stated 
that Islam did not allow the enforcement and imposition of beliefs. The Christian 
POWs were allowed to observe their own rites and twice a year the camp authorities 
invited Christian clergy to administer religious rites. 

8L.8, When visiting the camps, the mission found unequivocal signs of political 
indoctrination being applied to Iraqi POWs. In quite a number of cases, our first 
contact with POWs was overshadowed by their shouting slogans condemning the Iraqi 
Government and praising the Islamic Revolution. That could go on for almost an 
hour as was the case in Takhti camp. Banners with slOgan were hoisted and Posters 
showing the protraits of leaders of the Islamic Revolution in Iran, Iraqi 
opposition leaders and unflattering drawings of the President of Iraq were present 
in most camps visited. We were repeatedly told by the POWs that they were forced 
to attend lectures and preachings with an anti-Iraq bias. Everything was done, we 
were told, to change the POWs' political, ideological and religious allegiance, 
including physical and mental ill-treatment. In almost every camp visited, there 
was a group of Iraqi POWs who were against the Government of Iraq, co-operating 
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closely with the IranInn polltrcal and mllltary authorltles. They were sold to 
enjoy specldl prlvlleqes, and we were In tact able to notlce considerable 
difterences between the V~KLOUS sections of a qlven camp ln terms ot clothlnq, 

accommodation and tree movement. Such dlvislons coincided conspicuously with the 
Oplnlons heard tram the Inmates. It seems that considerable latrtude is qiven to 
the taction known as “belleveKS” in order to intluence thelK tellow prisoners' 
convictions. They, rather than the military authorrties, we were told, ran some ot 

the sections ot camps. We were repeatedly told that POWs were more atcaid ot those 
protesslnq opposition to the IKd91 Government than Of their Iranian 9UaKds. 

219. Throuqhout our visits to the camps we were cautioned by POWs that the Cultural 
Commlttee reterred to by the Government - the POWs call it ‘Farhanqi’ was in tact 
run by 'Al-HakIm followers". The Committee had wide authority to interrogate, 
beat, tOKtUKe, deprive a POW ot his riqht to send and receive messages, OK order 
transfer ot POWs to IAnknown camps. We were not, however, in a posltlon to verity 
such alleqations. 

220. Prisoners otten complained of restrictions on music or on sinqrnq OK ot belnq 
denied access to d radio. It was qenerally asserted that the only Arabic ]ournals 
and maqazlnes POWs Kecerved were those published in Iran by the Da'wa party and 
other Iraqi opposition qroups livlnq in that country. Libraries were said to be 
stocked almost entirely with books on Islam OK on Islamic-oriented aub]ects, as we 

were, on occasion, able to verify oucselvee. 

221. We were also lntormed by the POWS that ClaSses, where available, Were KeSeKved 

fOK "believers". Certarnly we were able to note that few, if any, classes appeared 
to exist in those camps OK sections exclusively inhabited by those who continued 
their support tor the Government of Iraq. 

222. Whenever we enquired trom PQWS about the contents Of plays and Sonqs pertocmed 
in the camps, we were informed by both tactions of PCUe alike that they mainly had 

a political content, with the President and the Government ot Iraq being trequently 
the tarqet ot abuse or satire. 

223. It certainly cannot be denied that Iraq1 POWs in the Islamrc Republic ot Iran 

live under stronq psychological pressure. This is all the more so since rellqious 

and political issues ace closely interwoven in that country and, as many 
“believers” repeatedly stated, they identified themselves with tile Iranian war dim 

of overthrowing ot the Iraqi Government, which was decried as criminal and 
anti-Islam. Reliqious instruction, which is administered by the Iranian clergy, 
thus almost inevitably takes a political turn which 1s bound to create conflicts ot 

conecience for the Iraqi prlsoners. We noted the presence ot a clerqyman In Gorqan 
who was alleqed by PCMs to be an Iraqi deportee. A great etfort would be needed 
indeed in order to safequard the human dignity of those PCMs who have their 
families in Iraq and wish to return to their country once the war is Over. 

224. During our ViSi.t to the various camps, we observed the peycholoqical isolation 
da well as the trauma qf Christian Iraqi POWs in the midst of “belrevers”. This 
was noted in particular during our visit to the Takhti Camp where over 
1,000 .believers" kept shoutinq and sinqinq anti-Iraqi sloqane. There were only a 
Score of Christians seated in one corner in silence, afraid and refusing to talk. 
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In many other camps, we were inforraad of several attemgte to convert non-Islamic 
minorities. Further, we were informed that the religious ceremonies on 
Christmas 1984 had been disrupted by gbeliever6g who hurled insults at Christian 
POWS, and serious fighting had taken place. Although we could not confirm some of 
these allegations made by POWs in camps visited, in view of the overall atmoephere 
in the camps, such incidents could be poeerble , not am a rerult of official 
Government policy but rather as a result of the mierionary real of aome 
Velievere”. We feel none the less that, in view of the ewceptionsl psychological 
situation prevailinq in KM camps, minority groups require special attention and 
aeeietance. 

7. Allegation8 of substandard condition6 in camps 

*Bad health and medical services and inadequate equipment and food’ 

225. The Iranian authorities informed us *hat all possible health services were 
provided in the POW camps and that on the warfront the came prompt attention was 
accorded to all wounded, whether Iraqi or Iranian. 

226. They further stated that the food provided for the Iraqi PWe wa8 the same as 
that provided for the army personnel of the Islamic Republic of Iran and that the 
ICRC reports proved the falsehood of Iraqi allegations. The saae policy wae 
applied with regard to clothinq for PGWs. 

227. The authoritiee provided many details about the policy and regulations 
applicable to PCMs, as well as the personnel and reeourcee available in each camp, 
one principle being that their material conditions should be the baas as those of 
the Iranian soldiers. We heard many other detail8 about regular replacement of 
clothing, type6 and quantities of food and provieionr in the canteens where good8 
were available for POW8 to buy from their earnings. 

228. We paid considerable attention to the material conditions in the camps 
visited. Apart from health, medical services, equipment and food, we examined in 
particular clothing, bedding, hygienic facilities, buildinqe, exposure to weather 
and climate, possibilities for movement and exercise, etc. This wan not an attempt 
to do the work of ICRC. In the circumatancea, such an enquiry wata eseential. 

3a. We could not verify the statement made by the authorities reqarding the policy 
of mantaininq the same standards for POWs as for Iranian soldiers, au we did not 
examine the conditions of the soldier e in any caaparable way. We noted, for 
instance, that when hoepitalixation wae requested, medical services were suppored 
to be given in the nearest military hospital, but for lack of time, we could not 
visit the hoepitale. Therefore, our aaeeasment ie beeed on what we eaw and heard 
in the POW camps. 

230. We visited diepenear ien, clinic0 and sick ward8 and interviewed medical 
per8onne1, including Iraqi doctors and medical ausietante who wore themselvee POWs, 
sometimes working together with Iranian health personnel. We albo visited a 
considerable number of patients receiving care in those plaCea* 
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231. We noted the complaint in 8ome camps that facilities were inadequate to cope 
with the health problems of POWs. In particular it appeared that the medication 
was insufficient, and that the doctors were provided only with lImited and 
inadequate means, even medications whose shelf-life had expired. 

232. The more &erious aspect seemed to be that, despite these services, the qeneral 
health standard was low in certain camps and dormitories. A number of prisoners 
suffered from very visible ailments, disabilities and injuries which, according to 
them and their fellow POWs were either not treated at all or were treated very 
inadequately. The late amputation of infected limbs and the pullinq of teeth 
instead of treatment at an earlier stage were cited as examples. 

233. In several instances such complaints were confirmed by the responsible medical 
personnel who declared that they were unable to cops with the task. 

234. Certain chronic diseases were observed in several camps. We were told by POWs 
in many camps of widespread urinary and malignant diseases, tuberculosis, scabies, 
haemorrhoids, skin diseases, cancer, etc. We saw many disabled prisoners, victims, 
we were told by POWs, of the war s of incidents in the camps or of torture. Cases 
Of mental disorders and apathy were numerous. 

235. In our view, this situation, perhaps inevitable after long years of captivity, 
Proves that the care provided is inherently insufficient. We were informed by many 
POWs that they had not had a physical check-up since captivity over four years 
previously. 

236. We were shown the equipment available to POWs for their daily life in 
dormitories and elsewhere inside the camps. Apart from their beds and clothes the 
individuals did not have many personal effects of their own; some had their small 
personal belongings in self-made cardboard containers near ‘their beds. some 
workshops, libraries and other common places seemed satisfactorily equipped. In 
most of the places we visited , we were informed in private conversations that new 
equipment had been handed out recently , at times just before our visit. 

237. Many POWs spoke about their own earlier lack of minimal personal effects, or 
Of poor equipment (e.g. we were told by Wws in one camp that from 1982 throuqh 
1983 they had been provided with two suits, two shorts, two vests and two pairs Of 
slippersr they had to buy pyjamas, socks and caps, as well as cups). We noted very 
often the rather poOr state of their clothing, which was often patched up. All 
dormitories visited were in good order; at least for the occasion, and practically 
everywhere blankets and sheets were new and clean. Where heating was necessary, 
heaters seemed to be available. 

238. We heard frequently canplaints about insufficient monthly allowances - 
equivalent of SwF 10 in coupons per month and seven cigarettes per day irrespective 
of whether one was a smoker or not. Complaints were also heard about delayed 
payments of allowances, at times extending more than six months. 

239. MOreover, on random inspection in various places underneath the new bedding 
mattresses were still very poor and worn out. And in some camps many prisoners 
wore poor clothes, in particular in Semnan, and in certain sections and dormitories 
of other camps. 
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240. Hyqienic facilities such as toilets, washrooms and showers were provided and 
apparently an attempt was made to keep them clean. Their standard and numbers, 
however, were in most places insufficient in view of the larqe numbers of POWs. 
POWs in some camps complained also that they had to take cold baths irrespective of 
weather conditions and that they were taken to public baths four times a year. 
Also, the water supply was insufficient. one part of Semnan, the lower campl had 
20 lavatories and 18 showers for 2,881 persons, which may have act unted for some 
of the health problems in those places. 

241. Overcrowdinq in dormitories wa6 widespread. Even tak inq into account the 
reduced standards one must expect compared to civilian life, facilities seem 
totally inadequate when several hundred prisoners must share a room perhaps 
constructed for 100 or when three persons have to share two beds among them. 

242. In quarterS used for “punishment”, or “disciplinary units”, the overcrowding 
was in some places appalling. We 8aw 33 persons living in a room of 12 square 
metres. Other POWs told us of having been kept, as punishment, for many weeks witn 
more than 100 persons in a room for 10 to 12, sleeping in turns while the others 
were standing up. 

243. The lack of pr ivacy was obvious , and we had the impression that the more POWS 
were made to stay toqether in one room, the more easily tension could arise among 
them. 

244. We noted no obvious cases of malnourishment. We saw the kitchens and 
distribution of meals and inspected the food Served during our visit. We heard, 
however, some comments about special food being Served on that occasion, and that 
norma1J.y food was inadequate, inauf f icient and of poor quality. consistent and 
credible descriptions were heard on certain occasions of withholdinq of food, 
reduced portions, cutting of diet to one meal a day, etc., sometimes even denial of 
water, as collective punishment. 

245. The camps inspected were mostly located in former army barracks, and most of 
the POWs were lodged in one-, two- or sometimes three-stoceyed buildings 
(DavoJdieh, Mehrabad, Heshmatieh, Parandak)! one camp was located in a sports 
statiium (Takbti) and one in the open plain in tents (Semnan). Whereas some c,f the 
camps had adequate space adjacent to the buildings for movement and exercise, this 
was not the case everywhere. Some Sections in Some camps were Separat.ed from the 

lotSher sections and were described by their inmates as well as by other POWs in the 
campi as “prisons”. They were not, however, places for the detention of of fenders 
(disciplinary or cc iminal), but in fact the whole population of these sections was 
separated from other prisoners. This was mainly the case of’ prlatiners who were 
actively loyal to the Government of their country. These prisoners, on the other 
hand, seemed to some extent to prefer to be kept apart from other groups, in 
particular from those who are considered to be “believers”. POWs often complained 
of restrictions on music or on singing or of being denied acces6 to a radio. In no 
camp were we informed by POWs that physical exercise was compulsory. on the 
contrary, complaints were frequently expreseed about its inadequacy. In some 
camps, POWs were allowed to qo outside their dormitories only for two hours if day 
and were rcstr icted to the relatively narrow area of their section. 
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246. We noted that there had been no provision for separate camps for POWs who are 
officers. In all the cases we witnessed , non-commissioned officers and soldiers 
were mixed in the same camp with officers, although they were usually grouped in 
separate sectors or dormitories. In all cases dormitories were crowded. The 
representatives of the camps or sectors were not usually the officers unless they 
belonged to the group opposing the Iraqi Government. 

247. A large number of officers, even in cases when they were considered to be 
anti-Iraqi Government, informed us that they were not respected as officers and 
also received bad treatment, in some cases insults, beatings and punishment in 
cells a The great majority claimed to have been kept under constant pressure by the 
Iranian authorities under intimidating circumstances , very often being transferred 
from one camp to another. They also complained that they were ordered to salute 
non-commissioned officers and that their allowances were the same as those of the 
non-commissioned officers and soldiers. 

8. Allegations of withholding of mail and other entitlements of POWs 

“Intentional stoppage or delay, on the part of the Iranian authorities, of 
letters from Iraqi prisoners for long periods of time” 

248. The Iraqi authorities claim that the Iranian authorities have withheld letters 
to or from Iraqi POWs for more than a year with the full knowledge of ICRC, 
especially letters of officers and other POWs who have refused to co-operate with 
camp authorities. They withheld family photographs sent to POWs. Further, some 
letters which were supposedly sent by Iraqi POWS were in fact written by the 
Iranian authorities with anti-Iraqi invectives in order to sow distrust between the 
families and the Iraqi authorities. 

249. The Iranian authorities informed us that, in spite of all difficulties, the 
Islamic Republic of Iran had exerted maximum effort to expedite letters and 
messages as much as possible. Letters containing obscene, political or security 
material were not allowed, subject to the judgement of the appropriate 
authorities. POWs’ correspondence was carried in accordance with the following 
stages: distribution of special ICRC message forms in POW camps, collection of 
written messages, which were then forwarded by the military authorities to the ICRC 
mission in Teheran, and thence to ICRC headquarters in Geneva. ICRC then forwarded 
the letters to the authorities in Iraq. After clearance by Iraqi censorship, 
letters were then transmitted to the families of POWs in Iraq. Incoming letters to 
the Islamic Republic of Iran had to go through a similar process which tcok on 
average from three to eight months. 

250. We recognize the difficulties , in particular the administrative and logistical 
difficulties, in handling messages to and from POWs whose numbers are estimated 
close to 50,0001 we also recognize the inherent delays arising from the collection, 
clearance and distribution and/or forwarding of such messages. 
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251. Contrary to what we were rntormed by several camp commanders about d 1arYer 
number ot messages addresved to the prisoners belnq received, we were told by WWs 
that they received very few. In tact, one of the most frequently heard complaint3 
was the infrequency, when not the total absence ot mall. Most POWs claimed to 
rece i ve one, ‘or at most two, letters per year. There were also dlleqdtlons thdt 
mail WdS received more trequently by the “believers” or, In some camps, that mall 
had reached them only aEter a lonq delay, shortly betore our arrival. 

252. SOme complaints were dls0 heard that POWs had been denied the OppOrtUnltY to 
write messages, or that meesaqes written by them or addressed to them were either 
destroyed or not delzvered by the authorltles. We were not in a poaltlon to 
establish the factual basle of such complaints, althouqh the posslbillty cannot be 
dlscarded that the delayrnq of messaqes miqht be used as a means ot exertlnq 
pressure on POWs. 

9. AlleqdtlOnS ot prevention ot visits and certain other concerns 

“The fact that the mission of the Intecnatlonal Committee ot the Red Cross 
has not been permitted to visit Iraqi prisoners or to visit them only at --_ 
lntrequent intervals, in contravention of the Geneva Conventions” -. 

253. The Iranlan duthorltie3 stated that the claim made by Iraq was contrary to the 
truth. The Iraqi authorities should clarity where and when the Irsnlan Government 
hdd officially denied ICRC admlssron to the camps. In spite of the expansion of 
Pow camps, the increasing number of POWs and other adminlstrative dltflculties, the 
reports of ICRC and the tlow and exchanqe of correspondence from POWs were clear 
evidence of ICRC actlvitLes. However, the lack ot experience of some members of 
the ICRC mlsslon and their drsreqdrd tar the psychological condrtlonu and cultural 

backqround of the F0Ws had created problems to the extent that ICRC had suspended 
some of the planned visitsl dt that staqe, the Government of the Islamic Republic 
of Iran had insisted on the activities of ICRC beiry continued. 

254. In any event, the Islamic Republic of Iran had always welcomed representatives 
of international orqanizations which had wished to meet with POWs. So was the case 
with the United Nations mission currently visltrnq Iran1 all facilities were 
accorded to the mission to vrsit POWs freely without the presence of Iranian 
off 1CLdlS. That had been the usual procedure ot the Islamic Republic ot Iran and 
would be accorded to all, unless lmpartiallty and neutrality were not observed. 

255. Reference is made to our observations in paraqrdph3 198-201 above. 

256. We have noted that relations between ICRC dnd the Government ot the IsldmlC 
Republic of Iran trave not always been smooth. At times dittlculties have drisen 
not so much because of practical ditficulties, but rather tor rea3on3 driSiW 

through misconceptions of the activities or intentions of one another. It is not 
so much what actions have in fact been taken but what each has perceived the other 
as dolnq. The atmoephere prevaiZinq in the camps we vieited demonstrated on two 
occasions how misconceptions or misunderstandinqs, among other factorrl, could qive 
rise to tensrons and at times riots and fiqhtinq between the two determined 
oppoeinq factions among the POWs. The drstlnct ideoloqlcdl divisions between the 
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two qroups, one ot which en]oys the support of the Iranian authorities, could have 
qiven rise to tensions durinq the visits of ICRC members who at times had been 
harassed by POWs who protess to be against the Iraq1 Government. 

257. As mentioned above, the relations of ICRC with the Iranian authorities leave 
much to be desired. On several occasions the activities of ICRC have been 
suspended in the Islamic Republic of Iran, with one such suspension laStin tar 
more than eight months; since the Gorqan incident in October 1984, ICRC has stopped 
visits to the camps and the only functions performed are those of handllnq 
messages, to which reterence is made ln paragraphs 248-252 above. 

258. Another factor in the difficulties faced regarding regular visits by ICRC 
personnel, we believe, is the large number of POWs and camps, the distances between 
the camps and the relatively small number of ICRC personnel allowed to be stationed 
in Iran. We have been informed that ICRC had a maxi&m of 20 delegates in the 
country at any one time. 

259. In several of the camps we visited, a considerable number of POWs did not have 
ICRC identification cards, which meant that, no matter what reasons were invoked, a 
larqe number ot POWs have not been seen or had any contact with ICRC. This is an 
important point since the Iranian authorities only reported numbers and left it to 
ICRC to register them. Most of those POWs unregistered expressed their concern and 
fear, stating that they felt in danger because they had not been given a card, in 
some cases even when they had been more than three years in prison. 

260. In some reported cases, especially with a group of otficers, POWs have been 
transferred several times from one camp to another, whether by coincidence or not, 
just before an TCRC visit. 

261. On the other hand we have witnessed that some POWs belonginq to the 
"believers" faction demonstrated hostility towards ICRC and destroyed their ICKC 
registration cards in the presence of members of the mission. In one particular 
camp, Takhti, we received numerous messaqes sealed in blood, expressing opposition 
to ICRC and its activities in Iran. 

262. It should be noted that durinq the years 1982 to 1984 the average frequency of 
visits by ICRC teams to camps open to It was once in 18 mo:lths. 

263. In Davoudieh camp in Teheran, we met a group of over 190 non-Iraqi detainees 
who claimed to be either soldiers who had volunteered in the Iraqi Popular Army or 
civilians. Considerable portions of the non-Iraqis were Egyptian, Lebanese, Somali 
and Sudanese nationals. Smaller numbers came from Algeria, D]ibouti, Ethiopia, 
Jordan, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, Nigeria, Syria, Tunisia and the United Arab 
Emirates. In total, 17 countries - mainly Arab - were said to be represented. 
Over 25 per cent of the detainees claimed to have been working for the Iraqi 
National Oil Company (INOC) on the Isle of Ma]noun when they were captured by 
Iranian troops on 23 February 1984. Another smaller group of non-Iraqis told us 
they were fishermen. They had joined the Union of Fishermen in Kuwait and were 
working for a private Kuwaiti employer before beinq captured on 22 August 1983. 
Among the detainees were also some journalists. 
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264. From the non-Xrdqis who had volunteered in the Iraq1 Popular Army, we heard 
that, when dolnq so, they had been acting not with mercenary intent but Ear 
polltlcal motives and rn a epirlt of Arab solldarlty. At least some ot: them had 
their domlclle In Iraq before entering the Iraq1 military 5etvlce. 

265. None of those detained had been elthec Been or registered by ICRCl only WC 
were accorded tree access. The detainers were housed on the third tlwr in two 
dormltoc les with a corridor In between. 

2b6. We are aware of the fact that the legal status ot the group described may give 
rise to certain ditficulties. There is no doubt, however, that clviliane of 
non-bellrqerent natlonallty ehould be returned to their country of oriqin. 

267. Volunteers In the Iraqi Popular Army, however, according to the provreions ot 
the Geneva Convontions, are to be treated as combatants. They are, therefore, 
entitled to the status of prisoners of wdr and should be regletered d5 such. In 
any case, they cannot be regarded as mercenaries for the following reasons. 
Frrstly, and prlmarrly, the notion of “mercenaries” 1s only of recent orlqin and 
cannot be rnvoked by States which have not ratif led the First Protocol to the 
Geneva Convention of 10 June 1977 (which Iran hae not). Secondly , it is quite 
obvious that the material conditions of a mercenary would not be tultllled by the 
persons rn question. These soldiers do not 5eem to have acted trom a deslro for 
private gain, nor, they assured ue, had they, 1.1 any Cdse, been promised material 
compensation substdntrally An eXCes8 of that promised or paid to other Iraqi 
combatants) or they were reeldents of Iraq or territories formerly controlled by 
It; or they were in any case members ot the Iraqi Army (ct. art. 47, paras. 2 (c_) , 
(d) and (5) ot the First Protocol), any such reason belnq ltselt suttlclent to 

exclude the status ot mercenary. 

“The tact that the Islamic Republic ot Iran has not complied with the declslon ------_ 
ot the Mixed Modlcal commission concerning the handlnq over of disabled Lraql 
@+Gone r 5, 

__-_---. -.--------__ --- 
and the tact that the Commission has not been allowed to continue - ____---_------ -.-.-- .----_ .--__- 

Its work” 

268. The Iranlan authorltles informed us that on several occd5lons the,! had 
repatriated many handicapped prisoner5 of war. They already had d list of 26 ready 

for repatriation, brlnglnq the total to be repatrlatetl to 192. Those to be 
repatriated were Informed only about a week betcre the actual repatriation for 
security reasons and also to spare them the mental sUEteKing lf their repa?.rlatlon, 
for some reason, had to be postponed. Moreover, they 5tated, they had hesrd 
reports that sane ot those repatriated previously had been subjected to Fersecutlon 
by the Iraqi authorities. The delay in the repatriation of tile 26 wds due to the 
suspension of the actlvltiee of ICRC. The Iranian authorltleo were con;ultlnq with 
d third party in order to handle the repatrlatlon exercise. 

269. Durlnq our vlelts to the various camps, we noted many handicapped POWS, as 
well ds those suf terinq chronic or Incurable dleedsea. 

270. We believe that no effort ShOiIld be spared to repntrlate such POWs 
expedltlously on humanltarlan grounds as called tor under the Geneva Convent ion:l. 
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IV. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

271. The slqht ot so many thousands of men In pow camps, mostly rn the prime ot 
their llte, wastlnq there best years away ln confinement, deprived ot virtually all 
the amenities Of life, uncertain ot their fate, could not but stir deep emotions ln 
every one ot Us. It should not be torqotten that, apart trom those who have died 
or have been wounded in the battlefield, prlsonera of war and their tamilles are 
the rmmedlate victims Of the prolonged and ruinou5 war between the two countries. 
The most vivid imaqes that we have carried back from the pow camps are tear, 
loneliness, uncertainty, Isolation, bitterness and despair. 

272. The mandate that we received trom the Secretary-General was to report on the 
srtuatlon ot POWs and the concerns ot the Governments. However, trom the camp5 In 
both countrlee we have bcouqht back a messaqe from the POWs themselves, which we 
tee1 duty-bound to convey. Countless POWs expressed their messaqe in impressj,ve 
an,3 movlnq ways, trom eloquent and convlncinq pleas to silent sadness, tcom 
emotional outbursts to tears. The questions most frequently asked were: “When 
~111 the war finally end?“) “How much longer will we have to endure this 
sufterlhq?*r “What will happen to us when the mis51on leavee?“t “Why does eoclety 
tolerate such cruelty towards us?“. Often it was just one wordr “Hepatr latlon! ” . 

273. While we wece qlven asfiucances by authorities in both Iraq and Iran that they 
endeavoured to adhere to accepted international norms for the treatment of 
prisoners of wac, lt was evident that policies and standards that they professed to 
uphold were not always beinq observed. We found that harsh treatment and violence 
In the camps were far from uncommoll. POW5 provided a larqe volume ot lnformatlon 
about their physical ill-treatment, by such means as whipplnq, beatlnq with 
truncheon5 or cables, slmultaneoue blows on both ears, electric shocks, assaults on 
sexual orqans and kicks - often int licted in parts ot the body where POWs had 
sut fered wounds. Physical violence appeared to be part rcularly common in POW camps 
In Iraq. We also received reports of collective punishment measures, such ds 
lenqthy conf Lnement and deprivation ot toad and water. While we could not reach 
cateqorical conclusion5 about the truth ot lndivldual allegations, we heard many 
slmrlar cOmpLalnt5 LrOm prisoners in dltterent camps and were shown mack5, wounda, 

II1JUrle5, etc., which wece compatible with the alleyations. 

274. POWs repeatedly spoke, eometlmes in qreat jetail, about qrave lncrdents that 
were eald to have taken place in the camp5 In the paet, deepite denials of local 

camp authcrities and representatives ot central authorities accompanylnq the 
mission. Our etforts to have further clarlflcations on such points succeeded, on 
several occasion5, In havinq them ofticlally admitted and Ln obtalninq recocds with 
sutflclent detail to cant irm the substance ot the Ww aseectione. Sometimes the 
oftlclal denials were vague and conditloned (e.q. the Commander eayinq that nothlnq 
of the sort happened durlnq his term ot otfice In the camp), but In other cases 
they wete 50 categoric, desplte repeated inquiries, that we muet reqrettully 
conclude that they wefe made in spite ot the two Governments’ own InEormatlon. 
Heqartflnq these incidents, POWs sometimes admltted that thry were related to their 
own pcotests, which, however, they claimed were lustlfied by their harsh treatment 
and cond 1 t ion. In this connection we wish to reiterate what we already stated In 

r)le chapter relating to Gorqan, namely that the Incident ln that Camp was by no 
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means an isolate8 one, nor Indeed the mat eerioue to have occurred ln KM camp8 In 
either country. The chref exceptional feature about the Corqan lncldent was the 
world publicity attached to It- 

275. We were told by POWs everywhere we went that many of the facillt1es and the 
qeneral condition In the camps had noticeably improved shortly before our arrival. 
In many camps mattreaeee and blankets had been provided and new itema of clothinq 
had been dletrlbuted, while the quality and quantity ot tood had improved. In some 
others reRtrlction on the supply of Water had been llfted, OK hot water hdd become 
available for the tlrst time. I~J some extent the reported recent Improvements were 
evident from our own observation. We nevertheless noted seTlou lnadequaclaa ln 
the hyqlenic conditions of several camps aa well a8 in the daily diet of the 
pc isonero. 

276. One aspect which appeared to cause special distress to many POWs, and on Which 
numerous POWS laid special em,,hasis, particularly in Iran, was the sense that their 
deeply-telt Ideological and na ions1 identity was not belnq respected and, indeed, 
was under assault. We also heard alleqatione ot relrqious pressure on non-Moelem 
POWa and of conversions to Islam by some Christian POWs. While we were not able to 
ascertain whether these converefone had taken place under duress, we could not but 
notice the atmosphere of mieeionacy zeal that permeated some camps. 

277. Both Governments have, in varying deqreee, attempted to promote, if not to 
exploit, the Ideoloqical differences exietinq among the prisonere. The problem wae 
otten exacerbated by prisonere’ “repreBentatiVe6” who had not been properly 
elected. We noted that these divieione ran particularly deep amonq Iraq1 POWS In 
Iran and were at the root of the fear and tension which had, In turn, sparked many 
dleturbances and outbreaks of violence, aa the Gorqan incident demonsttated. 

27tl. Another aspect which caused our serious concern was the enforced physlcal and 
intellectual idleness ot many POWs in most of the camps we vislted in both 
countries. Not enough provision was made to keep the prisoners occupied AII some 
kind ot useful activity and the availability Of readinq materlal seemed woetully 
inadequate. Recreational amenitiee in many of the camps were elt.her Insuttlclent 

or, at times, totally lackinq, and prieonere frequently complained ot cestr lctlony 
on qames, music, einqinq oz on acceee to a cadlo. This situation, coupled with the 
lonq years ot incarceration, cannot but result in the proqrestilve mental 
deqeneration of the prisoners as the number of thof3e whcxn we noted sutterlnq tram 
mental disorders testifies. 

279. The problem on other occasions use the enforced nature of swle ot the 
“recreations” provided. POWs told of their beinq forced to listen, tram mornlnq to 
nrqht, to radio programmes contarntnq political propaqanda beamed thruuqh the 
loudspeakers installed in their dormitories. Equally, POWs reported belnq 
encouraged to take part in “plays” of a political nature with the L,:adcrs ut their 
countries belnq often the tarqet ot abuse or ridicule. 

280. One of the major and most trequent complaints we heard and I,IIP whkch 
contributed siqniflcantly to the feelinqe ot ieolatlon amony POWs wdH the 
InErequency, when not the total absence, of mail, particularly in Iran. We would 
Like to express our deep concern at thie qrave eltuatlon whlctl could etlslly be 
corrected. 
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281. The feeling of isolation wao further deepened when there was an absence of 
reqular visits to the campm by an impattlal humanitarian body. We wish to draw 
attention ln this COnneCtiOn to the role played by the ICRC, through its resources 

and lonq experience, in promoting reapact for the observance of the provision8 of 
the Geneva COnVentiOna, inCludinq, in particular, the Third Convention relative to 
the Treatment of PriSOneKe of War. That both Governments have, in connection with 
the subject of the prerent inquiry, extensively resorted to reports of ICRC to 
support their arguments constitutes, in our view, a testimony to the 1rCepldCeable 
role of the Committee. 

282. We must reqretfully report that we were not in a posltlon to make detinite 
findinqs as reqarde the issuer of missinq persons and of alleqed mass killings of 
PCWe and other enemy personnel. We did not find evidence of wilful krllinqs in Pow 

camps. Insofar, however, a8 such allegations may have referred to what miqht have 
happened on the battlefield, it eecapeo the scope of the present inquiry, which had 

no way of verifying the degree to which euch regrettable practrces may have 
occurred, aa Opposed to battle deathe, or traclnq thoee victimized. 

283. These are very serious iesuee and, above all, nobody should be insensitive to 
the concerns of the bereaved tamiliee who are kept in anxiety and worry for the 
tens ot thousands of missing or those alleged to have been summarily killed. No 
eftort should be spared to examine these concerns, if need be by appropriately 
constrtuted international inquiries in co-operation with the two Covernmente. 
However, when we were confronted with these concerns, there was very little we 
could do except receiving the comfnente of the other side. 

284. We did, however, note that neither party to the conflict had fulfIlled the 

obllqation under the First Geneva Convention of provldinq the other party, through 
the intermediary of the Central POW Information Aqency, a Protectinq Power or it8 
substitute, information on each wounded, sick or dead person of the adverse party 
who fall into their hands aa well ae the Identity and etate of health of CdQtured 
per sonne 1, with death certificates of those who have died after capture. Thie has 
no doubt increased the number of those who are officially listed ln their country 

a5 missinq. While taking note of the explanation8 qiven by the two Governments why 
Identlflcation Of enemy dead in the front often is difficult, we believe that 
serious effort should be made to provide promptly and accurately the required 
rntormation so d5 to alleviate the anxiety and dietreee ot the families of miseinq. 

285. Having noted that numerous POWs have spent three or more years in detention, 
we tee1 compelled to pose the queetionr is not prolonqed captivity in rteelt 
inhutin treatment? Indeed, many POWs told ua that this, more than any specific 
ilL-treatment, was the greatest source of their torment. The very fact ot 
prolonqed and indefinite captivity is so inhuman and futile that the only ettective 
and human aolutlon to the problems of meet of the WrJs visited would be their early 
release. 

286. Although the Geneva Convention does not require release before the cessatron 
ot hosti lltiee, the belliqerents’ right to keep POW5 tor the whole duration ot the 
contllct loses ite justification when the conflict is inordinately prolonqed, 
part lcular Ly In modern warfare which does not depend on manpower to the same extent 
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as 111 the past. In this respect the ConventIon aeema out of step with modern 
humanltar1an principles. It should be recalled that POWa are neither to be 
reqarded as criminals nor as hoetaqesl they are to be treated honourably without 
deyradinq them in rank or personality. Many POWa repeatedly aeked whether there 
should not be a time limit for their suffering irrespective of the continuation of 
the war. 

28’1. We would also point out that the prolonged captivity of POWs embitters 
relations and create8 teneiorrs and conflicts, both inside the camps and at the 
InternatIonal level, while frequently becominq an tnetrument of propaganda between 
the warring parties. This in turn requlree the detaining Powers to divert material 
resources In order to maintain and secure POWs that could be better epent for other 
purposes. 

28M. For these reasons, but above all for humanitarian coneideratione, we conrider 
rt both unjustified and counter-productive to continue the lengthy detention of the 
POWs as presently done by both parties. It would be rn the lntereet of each to 
release, unilaterally a8 they have on occasion done, or through mutual agreement, 
as many prIsonera of war aa poeslble, qiving priority to certain cateqorlee of 
them, including those aer iously ill, disabled, and civilians mistakenly made POWs, 
who have been he:3 on both sldes in contravention of the internatlonal obllqatlone 
ot the partles, aa well as minor8 and aged prisoners. 

289. Unilateral or mutually aqreed release of POWs should proceed in an orderly and 
controlled manner with the participation of competent aqencies. Supervieion would 
be neceaeary to ensure that those released would not return to the theatre of war, 
any repatriation is voluntary and thoee apprehensive for whatever reason about 
repatrlatlon and preferring to be reeettled either in the country now holding them 
aB prisoners or In a third country are granted euch opportunities aa may be 
dva I Lable. We have noted that certain stepe have been taken by the parties In thle 
regard, but we coneider them so far quite inadequate and tainted by propayanda 
purposeu. 

290. Indeed, in the course ot the present inquiry, we have formed the unfortunate 
impression on both sides that certain matters were not alwaye reported objectively 
hut subgezt to distortions tor propaganda purpoeee. Some of the Government.e’ 
COncebns seemed also to have been ddvanced more tor propaqanda purposes than out of 
any cealrstlc expectation that they cotild be assessed by the present mleeion. Thle 
mlqht be understandable qiven the bitterness of the conflict between them. There 
is no need to elaborate on the finding, however, that such attempts by the 
tfetalnlnq Power to use the Prisoners ot war as tools or weapons against the enemy 
atter they have tallen lnto its hands constitutes an abuee. 

291. We further noted and welcomed that both Governments have expressed their 
readlnese to provide in principle for the release of those disabled or sick, a8 
well dH to consicler exchanges ot other cateqor ice ot prisoners of war and to 
arrrinqe tamely vlslte. Whr\e we are aware that many ditticulties muet be resolved 
hetore dyreement could be possible and that arduous and eventually unsuccesstul 
ettor ts have been made in the past In this area, we express an earnest hope that 
the tWCJ C;overnment.S would pursue these propoeals ill the epirlt ot humanitarian 
(:otIc:errj tar the sutterlnq ot the thodsandf; ot prisoners ot wac. 
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292. Similarly, we woco l noouraged by the aeeurancee by the authorities in both 
Iraq and Iran of their intent to rerpect the provisions of the Geneva Conventions 
as Well as by their repeatedly stated resdinOss to amend any shortcomings found by 
the miSSiOn. We welcorPe thin attitude ard l xpreea our hope and expectations that 
our fIndings and recaomendatione would aaeirt in the endeavour to improve the 
treatment of KHs in both countries. 

293. We cannot but atrem, however, that the overriding yearning of the prironrrs 
of war themselves was that this prolonged and tragic war should be brought to the 
earliest poeaible end. 

l l l 

294. In the light of there conaiderationa and of the specific observations 
submitted in other part@ of this report , we have reached the following unanimous 
conclusions. 

(a) In neither country are the POWs treated as badly ae alleged by the 
wvernmnt of the other countryr nor# on the other hand, are they treated in either 
as well as claimed by the Government of the detaining Power. The existing 
situation on both rider irr cause for rerious concern. 

(b) Prolonged and indefinite captivity is itself the greatert source of 
hardship for prisoners of War. 

(c) Moot of the probleme confronted by the prisoners of war are identical or 
similar in both countrier: difficult living conditionr, frequently harrh 
treatment - such as exoeorive use of force by 80110e camp guards, particularly in 
Iraq - incidontr marked by violence, isolation from the outside world and 
uncertainty about the length of their captivity. Gorgan was not a unique or the 
most serious incident to have occurred. In Iran, ideological and rrligioua 
pressure exerted on prisoner, and the consequent existence of antagonistic groups 
In pow camps adds to the teneion and atmosphere of fear. 

(d) Camps in both countrier also share the common malalre of a prolonged 
period of captivity aa well ae physical and intellectual idlemae, rerultinq in a 
considerable incidence of mental dioorderr. 

(e) We were not in a pooition to form definite conclueione about allegations 
regarding mieeing peteone or mass killinge of prisoner8 of war. 

295. We wish to submit the following unanimous recomrJendatione. 

(a) Treatment of prisoner6 of war in both countries ehould be fundamentally 
Improved and their rights under the Geneva Convention strictly respecteci and 
safeguarded. 

(b) Corporal puninhment and any form of physical ill-treatment as well as the 
prac,:ice ot collective punishmnt should be prohibited and any infraction of this 
rule should be etrictly dealt with by the authorities. Measures should be taken, 
particularly in Iraq, to prevent exceesive use of force by camp CjUaKd8. 
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(cl Llvinq conditions in the camps In both countries should be generally 
Amproved, lncludlnq ln particular dietary and hyqlenic standards, and opportunitioe 
should be provided to prisoners of war to enqaqe unfettered in constructive 
physical and intellectual activities to the maxi,num extent teasible. Medical 
services should be improved, and poychiatrrc help should be made avaIlable as 
roqulred. 

((1) Immediate measures should be adopted to qlve full eftect to the riqhta of 
POWS to send and recerve correspondence and to receive parcels with the frequency 
and In the manner prescribed In the Third Geneva Convention. 

(e) The provisions of the Geneva Conventions qovernlnq the treatment of 
otflcers according to their rank should be tully respected and enforced, 
particularly in Iran. 

(L) Freedom of thought, religion and conscience of every prisoner of war 
should be strictly respected. No rdeoloq ical, reliqlous or other pressure should 
be brought to bear on the prisoners. 

(9) In order to improve the qeneral atmosphere in the camps and reduce the 
risk ot conflicts, measures should be taken, particularly In Iran, to retraln trom 
exertlnq ideoloqical or rellqiOU3 presaure on pWs and to separate physically the 
two opposinq qroups of prisoners as well as to afford them equaL treatment. 
Greater eftorts should be made to meet the rellqlous needs of mlnorltlea tree of 
coercion QC discrimination. 

(h) In the interest of all POWs and of the two Governments concerned, 
conditions should be created to enable the International Committee o[ the Red Cross 
eftectlvely to carry out all its Eunctlona under the Geneva Conventions for the 
protection and relief of POWs and other victims ot war lr. both countries. The 
Committee should be enabled, aa a matter of priority, to imk rnto the matter of 
miasinq persons. 

(1) Immediate measure3 should be taken by each ot the two Governments to 
collect and record lnformatlon on each wounded, srck or dead person of the adverse 
party who tall into its hand and to provide such informdtlon to an appropriate 
aqency Eor transmittal to the other Government. In order to facilltatt! 
ldentiticatlon and reduce the number of missing persons, both Governments should 
consider taklnq measures to ensure that all members of their tortes use double name 
taqs or name plates and to issue orders to Commanders ot therr armies to rnatruct 
their soldiers to report to their superiors the identity of those dead or wounded 
soldiers they come across rn the battlefield. 

(I) Both Governments should take Ammediate steps to exchange llsts, throuqh 
ICRC or another Intermediary, containlnq the total number ol POWs captured with, in 
particular, detailed up-to-date data concerning alck and wounded personnel. 

ik) It 1s to be hoped that the two Governments would qlve serLous 
consideration to releasing, unilaterally or on a reciprocal basis, as many of the 
prisoners of war under their jurlsdictron as possible. Some could be released 
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unconditionally, others condltlonally, sublect to international guarantees and 
control that they would not return to the theatre of war. Pti8onera who are 
oeciouely OK chronically 111 , wounded OK disabled, as well as civilAans mietakenly 
made KM8 should be immediately repatrlated. Minors and aged prisoners should be 
treated aa a matter of priority. 

(1) Both Governments should desist trom making use of prisoners of war - 
including those repatriated - and their Buffering for purposes of political 
propaqanda. 
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Appendix I 

LIST OF POINTS OF SPECIAL CONCERN OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 
ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN 

Contained in a letter dated 19 November 1984 from the Permanent 
Representative of the Ielamic Republic of Iran to the United 
Xations addressed to the Secretary-General in elaboratron of 
points of concern contained in Iran’s letter of 8 November 1984 

1. Investiqatron of intentional murder and massacre of prisoners of war and 
civilian detainees, includinq the investiqation and preparation of a report on the 
incident at Camp 2 of Mom11 on 19 November 1982, durinq which at least three people 
were killed and more than 80 inyured. 

2. Investiqation of various cases of mass execution of POWs in general, and that 
of the detained personnel of the Revolutionary Guards in particular. 

Rote I Documents found in captured Iraqi military headquarters contain an 
official order to Iraqi military personnel to this etfect. 

3. Investiqation of suspicious deaths in which incisions in the area of stomach 
and chest, as well as broken skulls and the lrke, have been unequivocally cited as 
causes of death. 

4. Preparation8 for a follow-up on the tate of nearly 20,000 disappeared persons, 
many of whom, according to reports ot the Red Cross and other sources, are in 
covert detent ion camps. 

Note I A list of these persons will be included in our report. 

5. The investiqation into and report on civilian prisoners. 

Note I 1. Tens of thousands of Iranian civilians were captured durinq the 
invasion by Iraq. The inhabitants of the occupied cities, including 
old men and women as well as children, were forcibly removed from 
their homes and transferred to Iraq. The fate of many of them is 
not known. 

2. In the list of prisoners who were visited by the Zed Cross there are 
more than 1,500 names of civilian prisoners, some of whom are over 
the aqe of 55 years. Amonq the 424 prisoners who were freed there 
were 235 civilians, 171 of whom were over 50 years old and most of 
whom spemt about 3 years In captivity. 

6. Investigation of the fate of Mr. Tondquyan, the Minister of Oil, and his 
deputies and companions captured by the Iraqi forces. 

Note: Contrary to what the Iraqi media show for public consumption, 
reports of their subjection to torture have been received. 
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7. Inveetiqatlon ot the tat@ of t.he Red Crescent personnel, rncludrnq medical 
doctoru, assistants and other personnel, captured and detalned rn contravention c)t 
the Firrt Protocol to the Geneva Conventlone. 

Note I These persons have been denied any contact with members of the Red 
Cross or with their familree. 

0. Investlqation of the fate ot prisoners of war who have been sueplciousLY 
transferred from overt to covert camps or vice versa. 

Note: I.. The report ot the Red Croae hae repeatedly aeserted that Q number of 
Pr Lsonere of war who had been previously visited have since hen 
traneterred trom overt to covert camps or vice versa. 

2. Some of the covert camps have been identlfred and therr names and 
locations will be provided In due cour8e. 

9. Political and ideoloqlcal pressure on POWs by the leadlnq membe,ts ot the 
torroriet qroups infiltratrnq the camps, 

10. Mental and physical torture ot the prisoners. 

Note: Reports of the Red Cross have mentioned some lnetances ot beatlnqti 
with sticks, batons and wire cables. Consequently, many of the 
prisoners of war now eufter from mental illnees. 

11. Unhygienic conditlone and lack of necesssry facilltlee at the campn. 

12. Lsck of attention to the sick and the wounded, thus ending in permanent 
dirability and amputation. 

13. Investigation ot the tact that the names of the Iranian prisoners of war ato 
submitted to the Red Cross months and sometime8 years after their capture. 

14. Investiqation of the Iraq1 meaeuree to prevent the prisoners from pertorminy 
their reliqioue prayers. 

15. Investiqatlon of the tact that the meeeaqee of tamiliee ot prieonere are 
withheld by the Iraqi censorship and sometimes never reach them. 

16. Investiqat ion of Iraqi refusal, in contrast to the Third Geneva protocol, to 
allow Red Creecent aid packages containing euch Lteme as medical spectaclee and 
special medicines to reach the prieonere. 

17. Inveetiqation of the Iraqi eold1ers’ seizure of the prisoners’ personal 
poseeseions. 

I aleo requeet Your Excellency’8 qood offkee to have the following proyoeal.e 
coneidored by the Misrion and carried out under the auepicee of the Red Cross: 

1. Mutual exchange of an equal number of prisoners. 

2. Preparations for the families of the prisoners to visit them. 
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Note: At present the names of the Iraqi prisoners are publicized gradually 
by Arabic broadcasting Radio of the Islamic Republic of Iran so as 
to enable their familiee to virit them if they wish. The first list 
of the names of one thousand prisoners is bminq completed and this 
compilation will continue. 

The Mission tail make the following proporals in this reqard to the 
Iraqi authoritlerx 

(a) To allow the Iraqi families to travel to Iran for the purpose 
of visitation. 

(b) To create similar possibility for Iranian familias to travel to 
Iraq. 
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Appendix II 

, 

LIST OF POINTS OF SPECIAL CONCERN OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE RJZPUBLIC 
OF IRAQ 

Transmitted by a letter dated ? November 1984 trom the 
Permanent RePrWIentatiVe of IrcrJ to the United Nations 

addressed to the SeEetary-General 

1. The fact that Iran has not provided the Iraqi authorities wrth the names ot 
Iraqi soldiers missing on the battle fronts. 

2. The fact that Iran has not handed over to the mission of the International 
Committee of the Red Cross in Iran the names of a larqe number ot Iraqi prisoners 
(close to 15,000) and in particular those of hiqh-ranking officers. 

3. The fact that there are unpublicized prison camps which the mission of the 
International Committee of the Red Cross in Iran is unable to visit although we 
know of the existence of some of them. 

4. The intentional atoppaqe or delay, on the part of the Iranian authorities, of 
letters from Iraqi prisoners for lonq periods of time. 

5. The tact that the mission of the InternatIonal Committee of the Red Cross has 
not been permitted to visit Iraqi prisoners or to vtsit them on1.y at infrequent 
intervals, in contravention of the Geneva Conventlone. 

6. The harsh treatment of Iraqi prisoners, their torture, murder, the amputation 
of the limbs of some of them, and the taking of blood from them. 

7. The pilloryinq of Iraqi prisoners in the streets of Iranian cities while bound 
with chains. 

8. The ma88 murder of Iraqi prisoners, whether on capture or subsequently. 

9. Bad health and medical cervices and inadequate equipment and food. 

10. The presence of a number of Iraqi prisoners in Evin prison under Iranian names. 

11. The placing of civilian supporters of the Iranian r6gime together with Iraq1 
pr isonere for political, ideological and propaqandiatic purposea which are 
internationally prohibited. 

12. The fact that political elementa, under cover of religion, vieit the prison 
camps in order to undortake political activities hcatile to Iraq and with the 
intention of influencing the morale of Iraqi prisoners and enrollinq them, by 
ooercivo wans, in political movements subservient to Iran. 
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13. The fact that Iran hae not complied with the decision of the Miwed Medical 
Commiselon concernlnq the handing over of disabled Iraqi prisoner8, and the fact 

that that Commieaion has not been allowed to continue its work. 

14. The renderrnq of death eentencee or eentencee of Imprironment against certaAn 
Iraqi prisoners without informing the International Committee of the Red Cross of 
the leqal proceedings taken in the investigation and the trial. 

1.. . 
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Append 1x I I 1 

REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMIT’IEE OF THE IUD CROSS 
ON THE INClDENT AT GORGAN CAnP 10 OCTOBER 1984 

Submitted by a lsttel dated 7 November 1984 from the Permanent 
Representatrve of the Ialarnic Republic of Iran to the United 

Natlons to the Secretary-General (A/39/639-S/16820) 

On 9 October 1984 elyht delegate6 and a medrcal delegate tram the 
InternatIonal Committee of the Red Cross Tehran Delegation, went to the Corgan Camp 
to see the approximately 3,400 Iraq1 PCMs whom the authorltles ot the Islamic 
Republrc of Iran say are Interned there. 

Atter the customary lnltial interview with the officer8 In charge, the ICRC 
Delegates reqlstered 14 Iraqi POWS, visited the infirmary, made an appraisal of 
material conditions in sectlon 1 and dietributed identity cards to some 3,000 
prieoners in sectrons I, 2 and 3. 

On that tlrst day of the vlsit the delegates were able to work in accordance 
with the requirerwnts ot the Geneva conventions. 

The tollowlnq day some delegates registered 374 POWs in eection 4 and 
discuesed with them problems related to correspondence with their families In 
Iraq. The medical delegate examined some pok3n in the camp lntlcmary and In 
dormitor lee. Other delegates went to section 1 to interview prisoners without 
witnesses and to assess material detention conditlone. 

At about 11.30 a.m. one OE the delegates in the yard saw that a dispute had 
arisen between two Iraq1 POWs. This qurckly spread and soon the whole camp wds in 
uproar. 

The guards at tlrst tired warning shots into the air and by loud speakers 
ordered the PWs to return to their dormitories. 

On their part, delegates tried to calm the prisonera. Other delegates tried 
to separate elms fiqhtlng each other and urged the guards to rePrain tram opcnlnq 
fire. The delegates etforts were futile. 

A few minutes later, the POWs etoLmed the camp exit. After launchlnq tear qas 
bombs and shooting in the sir, the quarde began firing into the crowd- 

At Abut 12.30 p.m. cslm ha@ been restored. The ICRC delegates were then told 
to leave the cAmP. 

On 11 October 1984 one delegate and the Medical delegate were allowed to 
examine three corpses which had not been identitled and 35 wounded POWs. The three 
corpses showed wound on the head, caused by bloue. 
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Appendix IV 

REPORT ON THE WRGAN CAMP INCIDENT, 10 OCTOBER 1984, PREPARED 
BY THE GOVERNMENT OP THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN 

1. Nine repreeentativee of the Internatlonal Commrttee of the Red Cross vlslted 
the Gorqan Camp for Iraq1 prisoner5 of war and distributed more than 
3,000 queetronnairee among them from 1030 to 1700 hours on 9 October 1984. 

2. A representative of ICRC in a speech dellvered to the POWs stated, amonq 
others, that due to certain problems with the Government of the Islamic Republic ot 
Iran, ICRC had not been in a position to vi8Lt the camp ear ller. Now, ICRC hdd 

come to see whether the provislone of the Geneva Convention had been Implemented or 
not. 

3. On this day, nccordlnq to the usual procedure, the ICRC delegation was tirst 
brIefed on the qeneral conditions of the camp and, during a visit to the hospital 
and public places, distributed the questlonnalree dmonq 3,000 POWs and also 
reqistered 14 new POWS. 

4. On the second day, the vlelt continued with reqlstratlon ot 374 Iraq1 PWs 
and, while medical teame examined some of them, other ICRC deleqation members 
undertook to inspect drtferent parts of the camp, conducting the visit to POWs with 
no witness. 

5. At 1130 hours, a note was dellvered to one ot the ICRC representatives by d 
PCW, Khazlr Abbas Khazir, who later stated durinq the investigation that the note 
included a lrst of names to be presented to the Iraqi authorities. 

6. This action created susplclon withrn a number at POWS. One PUW approached t.he 
ICRC representative demanding to check the note. The ICW representative t lat ly 
retuaed to comply and subsequently a heated arqument erupted. 

7. An the arqument continued, a tense atmosphere developed and wlthln a short 
time spread to other parts of the camp. This led to scuf tie dnd t iqht amonq the 
PW5 who used any ob]ect they tound, includinq bedsteads, empty metal cane and 
qldse pieces, df3 weapons. 

8. Camp authorrtlee asked the POWs to immedldtely stop the violence and to 
restore calm. They later attempted to dieperse the POWs by tirlnq tear gas 
Cdnni6tQrS dnd by using truncheons. 

9. Three POWS were killed by a number of other Wwe in one ot the dormltorle:; dnd 
one was sarlouely inlured. Inluriee trom the mentioned ob]ects and blows received 
on the head, face and etanach have been recoqnized as causes ot death for the tbcee 
Pws. 
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10. Taking advantaqe or the prevailinq atmosphere, some POWs attacked the quards 
and ruehed towards the gates, attempting to escape from the camp. The unrest, . 

still not beinq contained, forced the guards to fire warning shots in the air. The 
Powa, however, did not pay any attention to this warning , compellinq the quards to 
Shoot below the waist, using slow-movinq bullets. 

11. The unrest ended around 1230 hours and calm was restored. A total ot 6 were 
killed (3 by gunshot wounds and 3 by POWs). Aleo 47 were injured durrnq the 
unrest. The number of those injured by qunehot were lee8 than those injured by the 
POWS. Three other injured loet therr lives after beinq transferred to the hospital 
and while underqoinq medxal treatment. Except for one case ot leq amputation, the 
rest incurred minor injuries and, atter recovering rn a short time, were returned 
to the camp. 

12. The names of the POWs who lost their lives in the incident are: 

1. Hossein Marhi] Jabbar (By POWS) 
2. Abdol-Kar im Mahmoud Hadi (By POWR) 
3. Jabbar Mazheh Salman (By pOWa) 
4. Rahman Jaber Rahman (By qunshot 
5. Bejer Shawl Shand (By qunshot 
6. Hasoun Fazaa Hasireh (By qunehot) 
7. Hamd Khalie Sami (By gunshot) 
8. Majid Ghader Ebrahim (By gunshot 1 
9. Amer Mohsen Alvan (By qunehot) 

Concluding remac ks 

1. This ia the firet time that any disturbance has broken out in the Gorqan Camp 
atnce it began its operation aa a Pow camp in 1981. 

2. The measures taken by the camp authorities were recoqnized as proper and 
timely, coneiderinq the extent of the disturbance on one hand and the low number ot 
caeualtles on the other. 

3. Considerinq the existence ot personal, tribal, ideoloq ical and poll t ical 
differences amonq the Iraqi POW8 and the fact that a number of them are members ot 
the Baath Party ot Iraq, while others are amonq their opposition, the ICRC 
representatives should have adopted a more tactful attitude towards the POWS. 

4. Seven PGWa who have confessed to the slayinq of the other three POWs would be 
brouqht to trial once the inveetiqation on their case is completed. 

5. This report ie the result ot a thorouqh Lnveetiqation of the incident, 
includinq irterviewe made with the Commander in charqe and other personnel of the 
ca-p, the quarde and a larqe number of POWs, all recorded and documented. 
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Appondiw v 

LIST PmVIDBD BY Tn ClDVBRNMENT OF IRAQ OF PWI CWS IN IRAQ AND 
TtlBIR ~pOI,ATION AT THE TIUE OF THE MISSION'S VISIT 

Nuo of OUQ No. of Poue 

1. Anbar 1 330 

2. Womul No. 1 1 439 

3. Iloaul No. 2 1 572 

4. IbmuL No. 3 1 724 

5. ICoa4lNo. 4 663 

6. Raudi No. 1 1 332 

7. RaaadiNo. 2 874 

8. Brlahuddin 272 

Total 9 206 ,- 
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II. Measures taken by the Vietnamese enemy 
during the current 7th dry season 

The enemy are well aware that if they only keep tryino to 
mobillte their forces to oppose us at their strategic "throat@@ and 
fall, they will be defeated. Consequently, they have to moblllze 
their forces to oppose and fight us in western Kampuchea. This has 
been the decision taken by the Polftbureau In Hanol which has 
ordered its army high cotmnand in Kampuchea to fmolement it at all 
costs, for as It termed,"lt Is a matter of life and death". 

According to their above-mentioned objectives. the Vfetnarese 
enemy have taken d number of Important measures as follows: 

1. They have moblllred the maxlmum of their forces to oppose 
and fight our army In western Kampuchea, 

11, They have done their utmost to transport addltional military 
equipment provided by the Soviet Unlon and Its Warsaw Pact 
allies, especially heavy artillery and tanks, to western 
Kampuchea, 

ill. They have intensified their fascist policy of forcible 
enlistment of Kampuchean people Into their awny as their 
strategic asslstant forces, 

IV. They have Intenslfied'their barbarous policy to commandeer 
the population in the communes, districts and provinces 
and send them to clear forests and build road In western 
Kampuchea. 

According to the above-mentioned assignment of their forces, 
the Vietnamese enemy have set their objectlves of fighting In western 
Kampuchea as follows : 

I. To send their lntellfgrnce and conrnando units across the 
border to fight on Thai territory, one to ten kllometers 
deep p 1 

Ii. To destroy our military depots and our mllltary squlpment 
such as heavy artillery, trucks, roads, bridges, transmltter- 
receiver sets, 

111. To cut our supply lines to the battle zone 1, 

IV. 10 attack our ccxmnand posts from the reglmcntal level upward. 

In order to achieve these four objectives, the enemy have 
trt up and used their specld;l forces called "Special Unlts A5" 
which they corrrlder as their vanguard Intelligence and commando 
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Chronologioal dsecription ot prisoner of war camp0 
vibited by the mieeion 

1. sallahuddln. l%e Oarp ir rituated between Baghdad and Moeul, some 150 kr to 
the north OC tha 08pltal. It il part oE a military garrison and houses a total or 
275 prieOneK# Of war in two block@ of building8 Lacing each other, one for 
off icete, who 0Onrtftuta SKXa than one half of the inmatetr, and the other for 
eoldieto and NCOa, who are Umtly aeeigned to work aa orderliee. 

2. ~rul - (Morul Campo We. I, 2, 3 and 4). There are four m camps in the 
outokirto of Hosulr the oownd largest town in Iraq, 400 km north of Baghdad, The 
tour buildinga, where the oupr are located, were former barracks of the Iraqi 
arw, whioh et111 uintainr a garrieon in the vicinity. The Pour camp8 am 
two-atocey qutir~lateral buildinqs, with a yard in the middle, about half op whioh 

bar been cmnvected into veqetablo qardene tended by the prieonere. The ground 
flaw houror th@ pciaonerl, while the second Eloor ie reserved for the oEficerr and 
quardr. With the wtoaption of nosul Camp No. 4, which wae the lateot one convected 
into a Wn aacrpr th@ other thtos gave an impression of being ovetcrouded. At the 
timr of the nimrion’r virit Morul Camp No. 1 had a total of 1,439 #Msr l4osul Camp 
No. 2, 1,572! &mu1 Camp No. 3, l,724l and Moeul Camp No. 4, 663. 

3. Ramadi - tAnblr Cam, and Raaadi Campe Noe. 1 and 2). There are thtoo us-r 
in thr outrkI.rtr Of RaUdi, a town roam 110 km weot of Baghdad. One, romewhat 
tarthor away LrOn fh other two, io called Anbar and hae a total POU population 
of 1,330. The Othat twO oampr are located cloee to each other. Rasadi Camp No. 1 
hold8 1,332 Wwe, whil@ Ruadi Carp No. 2 - the so-called “children’8 caIIIp” - 
hou’,er 874 XMr, a11 below the a90 ot 10. 

/ . . . 
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Apaendir VI 

LIST PiUWIDED By THE GDVBRNMBNT OF THE ULMIC RNPUNLIC OF IRAN 
OF poslo CAMPS IN IRAN AND THEIR POPULATIQJ ATTHE TICIOF TW 

@USSIDN'S VISIT 

Name of camg No. OF PoNr 

1. Arak 2 392 

I. Bojnoord 2 359 

3. Davoudieh 2 364 

4 Ghouchan 2 404 

5. Gorgan 3 602 

6. Horhmatioh 7 253 

7. Kahrizak 3 264 

6. Hanjo 1 665 

9. Marhad 961 

10. Mehtabad 2 371 

11. Parandak 6 276 

12. Osrr 666 

13. Sari 1 953 

14. Semnan 4 294 

15. Takhti 1 073 

16. Torbate-Jam 1 305 

Total 46 262 4 
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Chronolcgical description of prisoner-of-war camps 

visited by the mission 

1. Gorgan. Gorqan Camp is Part of a military garrison situated within the city 
of Gorgan, 381 km north-east of Teheran, close to the Caspian Sea. According to 
the Camp's authorities, the number of POWs at the time of the mission*s visit was 
3,402. The Camp consists of 22 dormitories, each accommcdating between 160 and 
260 prisoner8 of war, divided into four sections. Since the 10 October incident, 
ptms cannot move freely around the Camp and are restricted to their respective 
sections. 

2. 3. Sari Camp is located in the heart of the city of the same name, 131 km 
west of Gorgan and 250 km north-east of Teheran. According to figures provided by 
the authorities, there were 1,953 Kws in the Camp on the day of the mission's 
visit. According to the camp authorities, mDst of the prisoners in the Camp had 
been captured in 1982. The Camp consists of Single-etorey buildings divided into 
five sections, with a total of 14 dormitories, each with an average number of 
130 POWS. As is the case with the other camps visited, with the exception of 
Takhtl and Mehrabad, PriSOnerS are not free to move outside their section. The 
last visit by the ICRC took place in 1983. 

3. - Semnan . Semnan Camp lies in the proximity of the town of the same name, 
201 km south of Sari and 228 km west of Teharan. A former military training camp, 
it consists of a series of tents grouped into tm, self-contained Vamps”, the upper 
Camp and the Lower Camp. The total ‘POW population of Semnan at the time of the 
mission’s visit was 4,294, of whom about 166 were officers. There are about 
10 prisoners per tent. Rest of the prisoners had ken in other camps before being 
sent to Semnan. The only visit of the ICRC to Semnan took place in 1981 for 
purposes of reqistration. Given the nature of the camp, prisoners sleep on 
mattresses instead of bunks or bed6 as is the rule in the other Iranian R)rs camps 
visited. 

4. Davoudieh - Davoudieh Camp i§ situated in the north of Teheran in three-storey 
former university buildings. The number of PGWs totalled 2,384 on the day of the 
mission’s visit. According to the camp authorities, the figure included 
273 officers and 445 non-commissioned officers as well as 194 non-Iraqis who are 
regarded as “mercenaries” by the Iranian Government and to whom ICRC has had 110 
access. The non-Iraqi prisoners - sostly nationals from other Arab countries - 
live in separate dormitories. The Camp consists of seven divisions, with a 
combined number of 20 rooms and 3 large halls. According to the authorities, there 
were sane 50 prisoners under 18 years of age in the Camp. The only visit by ICRC 
to the Camp took place in June of 1984. 

5. Mehrabad. This Camp i§ situated within the Mehrabad air force base in the 
centre of Teheran. It houses a totai of 2,371 PGWe and is divided into seven 
sections, with four dormitories. The dormitories, housed in two-storey buildings, 
are spacious, with individual beds instead of bunks. POWs are free to save within 
the different Sections. The last ICRC visit tmk place in June 1984. 

/ . . . 



* 6. lieehmatieh. The Camp lies in the couth of Teheran. After Parrandak, It 1.9 
the second larqeet POW camp In Iran, with a total prlaonet populatron ot 7,253 at 
the time of the visit by the mireion. Thoce are reported to be 82 off lcecs and 
2,018 WC08 among the priaonerr. The camp conaiete of einqle-8torey barracks 
containing 30 docmitorier and ir divided into 5 mctiona. With an averaqe of more 
than 230 WWe per dormitory, the impterrion wan one of rather crowded cond1tlone. 
The Camp was last visited by ICRC in Way/June 1984. 

7. Takhti. Takhti ix located in a rtadium in Teheran. It currently holds 
1,073 Powr. The last ICRC virit took place in July 1964. According to the camp 
authorities, Wore than 1,000 POWe had been transferred since then to Parandak, 

partly because the camp wa6 dertined to be cloyed in the near future, partly also 
kcaure of the need to wparate the two wideological’ group8 followinq an incident 
in the 8uIpIDer of 1984 which had led to the death of one KM. In the coming months 
the remaining POWs, all of them currently housed in a single enormous hall, are 
expected to be tranrferred to Parandak. 

8. Parandak. Thir Camp, rituated eume 80 km 8OUth-WO8t of Teheran, is the 
latgert PCU camp in Iran. At the time of the Mission’8 virit, the official number 
Of #Iwe wa6 8,276, housed in 22 dornitoriea deployed in 6 aelf-contslned ‘camps.. 
The Camp, conaieting of ainqle-rtorey buildinge, had been newly built and was 8till 
being rxpanded to acccmmodate an enlarged POW popul.at ion. A vieit to the 
dorritoriee left an iaprerrion of overcrovdednerr. There were 315 wlrl olficers In 
the Camp who, a8 in othot camp8 visited, rhared the l me quarter8 with the NC06 and 
the eoldierm. The lart ICRC virit had taken place in the l uamer of 1984 before the 
ttanafer of half of the Takhti inmater. 
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Appndix VI I 

CHRONOILiGY OF ACTIVITIES 

TWodaY, 8 Jenuery 198s: 

Mireion l ewmblee in Gonwe 

Wedmedey, 9 end Thuredey, 10 Jenuery 198Sa 

Neetinqe et the Releie de8 Nation88 

(e) Meeting with dole$jetion from the Republic ot xceq 

(b) Ibating with delegation from the Ielamic Republic of l[ren 

(c) Ilooting with the ropreeontetiva of the International -ittee ot 
the Red Croee 

FridayI 11 Jenuery 19851 

Doparturo Ftom knave 

Arrive1 in 8eghded 

Beturdey, 12 Jenuery 19851 

Meeting8 with Ireqi Governnent otgiciele 

Meeting with Hr. Tetig Aeir, DapUty Prime Minister end hiniater of 
?otoign AIteire of Ireq 

Sundeyr 13 Jenuery 1985: 

Vieit to Bellehuddin KM Cup 

Vieit to moeul mu ckw No. 3 

nOnd8Yl 14 Jenuery 1985, 

Vielt to maul mu cev No. 2 

Vieit to &mu1 POW Cemp No. 1 

Vieit to Cbeul mu ceap No. 4 

/ . . . 
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1 hremdry, 15 January 1985: 

ViEit to Anbar Pow Camp 

Visit to Madi PW Camp NO. 1 

viait to Ramadi KM Camp No. 2 

Wednoeday, 16 January 19851 

Virit to civilian villages in Mirsn area 

meeting with Iraqi Government officiala 

Thutrday, 17 January 1985: 

Departure from Saghdad 

Tridsy, 18 January 1965a 

Arrival in Teheran 

Saturday, 19 January 1985, 

Uoeting with Iranian Government official8 

Hooting with Comnder of Military Centre in chargo of priWner*fdar 
CanOS 

Arrival in G0rgan 

Sunday, 20 January 1985: 

Vimit to Gorgan Pow Camp 

Wonday, 21 January 19858 

Viait to Sari POW Camp 

Vieit to Semnan POU Camp 

Tuomdsy, 22 January 19851 

Virit to Davoudieh ww Camp 

Visit to Rehrabad POW camp 

Meeting with Members of ~ommieeron on protwtion of Iranian Prirroners Of 
War 
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Wednesday, 23 January 19851 

Visit to fmhmatirh KM CUP 

Virit to Takhti POW Cup 

Meeting with btr. Ali Akbr VoXayatl, Winimter ot ?oroign Mtairr ot the 
Irlamic Republic ot Ican 

Thursday, 24 January 1905; 

virit to parandak PO@@ Cup 

Ueatinq with Iranian Govornmmt ottioialr 

Friday, 25 January 19851 

Departure from Tohorm 

Arrival in Vienna to ptaparo report 
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